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Abstract 

Memory impairment in Parkinson’s disease (PD) can present early and typically worsens 

over time, negatively affecting those with PD and their carers. There are limited and 

mixed findings about whether those with PD can accurately assess their memory function: 

that is, whether they exhibit memory awareness. No tools have been validated to measure 

memory awareness in PD. This thesis reports three studies investigating the Multifactorial 

Memory Questionnaire (MMQ) as a potential indicator of memory awareness in a large 

PD sample (n=255). In Study 1, a four-factor structure, previously identified in healthy 

aging adults, was successfully fitted to data from this sample. The factors identified 

represented memory ability, memory contentment, internal, and external memory strategy 

use. However, in Study 2, no relationship was identified between subjective memory 

assessment from those with PD (MMQ) or their caregivers (CBI), and objectively 

measured memory performance. The possibility that the relationship between memory 

assessment and memory performance was moderated by Levodopa medication dose, 

itself moderated by COMT genotype, was investigated in Study 3, but failed to reveal any 

such relationship. A significant relationship was identified between depression in PD and 

subjective memory assessment. Those with more severe depressive symptoms and their 

caregivers evaluated their memory function as poorer than non-depressed participants, 

despite no relationship between depressive symptoms and objective memory 

performance. Implications for the utility of memory awareness measures in PD are 

discussed, as is the possibility for depression interventions to alter incorrect self-

assessment of memory decline.   

Keywords: Parkinson’s disease, memory, awareness, Levodopa, depression. 
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Chapter 1. General Introduction 

 

1.1 Parkinson’s Disease 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most prevalent neurodegenerative disorder, 

affecting approximately 1% of the global population over 65 years old (Nussbaum & 

Ellis, 2003). It is generally accepted that risk of PD increases with age, and that men 

more commonly develop the disease than women (De Lau & Breteler, 2006). 

Diagnosis is based on the presence of several symptoms, commonly tremor at rest, 

slowness in the initiation (akinesia) or execution (bradykinesia) of movement, rigidity, 

and postural instability (Jankovic, 2008).  

PD is caused by the death of dopamine producing cells within the substantia nigra in 

the mid brain and the presence of Lewy body lesions, with much of this damage 

present prior to any clinical symptoms presenting (Forno, 1996). This results in a 

breakdown of the flow of dopamine from the substantia nigra out to the cortex through 

several communication loops (Seger, 2006). Regions of the cortex responsible for 

motor and executive functions are affected initially, followed later by regions 

responsible for visual processing and motivation (Seger, 2006). Eventually, this 

depletion of dopamine results in the PD symptoms described above. There is no cure 

for PD and symptoms worsen with time.  

1.2 Cognitive Effects of Parkinson’s disease 

Although classically described as a movement disorder, symptoms of PD are now 

known to include sleep disturbance, sensory deficits, mood disorders such as 

depression and anxiety, and cognitive impairment (Shulman et al. 2001). Cognitive 

symptoms include impaired learning, memory, and executive function, and escalate to 
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full dementia in approximately 50% of those with PD (Dubois & Pillon, 1996, Hanna-

Pladdy et al. 2013, Ivory et al. 1999, Levy et al. 2002, Pascual-leone et al. 1993, 

Williams-Gray et al. 2013). The rate of dementia with PD increases with disease 

duration, with one large longitudinal study reporting dementia in 83% of those with a 

PD disease duration of 20 years or more (Hely et al. 2008). In those who do not 

develop dementia, mild cognitive impairment is common (Litvan et al. 2011).  

Cognitive symptoms can present very early in PD and are often reported as the most 

debilitating of symptoms experienced (Cooper et al. 1991), decreasing quality of life 

in those with PD (Leroi et al, 2012, Klepac et al. 2008), and increasing caregiver 

distress (Aarsland et al. 1999).  

While other pathological pathways such as the cholinergic system (with more tentative 

evidence of noradrenergic and serotonergic involvement, (Williams-Gray,  Foltynie,  

Lewis, and  Barker, 2006)) have recently been implicated, cognitive decline in PD 

remains largely attributed to Lewy body lesions in midbrain areas outside of the 

substantia nigra (Blum et al. 2001), and to the loss of dopamine through the 

nigrostriatal pathway which impairs learning and memory ability (Da Cunha, et al. 

2002). 

1.3 Memory symptoms of Parkinson’s disease 

People with PD show a range of memory deficits compared to healthy ageing 

participants. Whittington, Podd, and Stewart-Williams (2006) found deficits in 

recognition (identifying a previously seen or heard item from a novel item), recall 

(listing related objects after viewing pictures) and prospective memory (remembering 

to ask something at a previously determined time in response to a time cue) compared 

to control participants, and the deficits increased with both task and disease severity.  
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Not all studies of memory function in PD show deficit. Taylor, Saint-Cyr, and Lang, 

(1990) found that participants with early PD showed comparable short and long term 

recall memory to matched control participants. Deficits were evident when 

spontaneous organisation of items to be recalled was needed (such as pairing unrelated 

words), and those with PD were more susceptible to interference during these tasks 

(Taylor et al. 1990). Buytenhuijs, Berger, Van Spaendonck, Horstink, Borm and Cools 

(1994) found people with PD showed a specific planning deficit. Participants 

completed a word recall task. When given strategies to assist test completion, no 

deficit was found when compared with normal control performance. However, when 

no such strategy was provided and participants needed to develop their own memory 

strategy, those with PD recalled fewer words than control subjects (Buytenhuijs et al. 

1994). Impairment in executive function abilities, such as formulating a plan and 

sticking to it, are common in PD and are thought to be due to frontal lobe dopamine 

depletion (Jacobs et al. 1995).  

1.4 Memory Awareness 

The term ‘memory awareness’ is used to describe a person’s appraisal of their own 

memory ability. A lack of memory awareness (often termed ‘memory anosognosia’) 

is present if performance on memory assessments is discordant (typically worse) with 

a person’s self-assessment. It is theorised that memory awareness involves regions of 

the frontal lobe (Vogel et al. 2005), and a process of comparing memory performance 

on a given task with memory ability in general (Stewart, McGeown, Shanks & 

Venneri, 2010). Agnew and Morris’s “Model for Insight into Mnemonic Ability” was 

developed to explain unawareness of cognitive deficit in Alzheimer’s disease at three 

different levels. In ‘primary anosognosia’ the individual is not aware an error occurs, 

thus does not evaluate their memory function. ‘Executive anosognosia’ occurs when 
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an individual notices the error, but does not evaluate it with regard to their usual 

memory function. Finally, ‘mnemonic anosagnosia’ involves the individual noticing 

the error, comparing it with their usual performance, but not updating their overall 

assessment of their memory function in response to the error. All three of these levels 

of memory anosognosia could affect memory awareness in PD, especially since the 

comparison of a memory failure with usual memory function is supported by areas of 

the frontal lobe involved in executive function.  

The importance of memory awareness in PD becomes clear when considering the 

number and regularity of medications a person with PD may be taking, and the need 

for accurate appraisal of medication adherence and symptom deterioration when 

meeting with clinicians. The few studies of memory awareness in PD to date are 

discussed in length in chapter 2, as these have yielded conflicting results. Small sample 

sizes, differing measures, assumptions of caregiver report accuracy, and failure to 

account for cognitive decline and depression more than likely contribute to these 

mixed results and necessitate further investigation in this field. 

1.5 Parkinson’s disease Treatments 

Since the 1960s, Levodopa (a precursor of dopamine) medication has remained the 

main treatment for Parkinson’s disease. While many with PD respond well to 

Levodopa, it is by no means perfect and aims, at best, to ameliorate motor symptoms, 

not cure the underlying pathology (Marsden & Parks, 1977, Singh, Pillay, & 

Choonara, 2007). Taken orally, a small portion of Levodopa crosses the blood brain 

barrier into the central nervous system and is transformed into dopamine. Most 

patients experience some relief of motor symptoms for approximately five years, 

during which the proportion of time in which the medication is working successfully 
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(the ‘on’ period) begins to shorten (Singh, Pillay, & Choonara, 2007). Achieving the 

optimal dose for each individual is largely through trial and error, and breaks from 

Levodopa are sometimes used to prolong the period of medication efficacy (Singh, 

Pillay, & Choonara, 2007). There is no definitive test for PD, however a good response 

of symptoms to Levodopa medication is considered supportive of the diagnosis (De 

Lau & Breteler, 2006). 

Side effects from Levodopa medication include nausea, vomiting, depression, anxiety, 

insomnia, agitation, cardiac arrhythmia, akinesia (loss of voluntary movement) and 

dyskinesia (involuntary movement; Singh, Pillay, & Choonara, 2007). The medication 

does not alter cognitive effects of PD. 

Dopamine receptor agonists can help to manage symptoms, and are used to either defer 

levodopa treatment or add to its effectiveness (Singh, Pillay, & Choonara, 2007). 

Caution is taken with particular subtypes of dopamine receptor agonists due to the 

potential cardiovascular and psychiatric side effects (Singh, Pillay, & Choonara, 

2007).  

Many other alternative treatments to Levodopa have been investigated: including 

monoamine oxidase b inhibitors, antivirals, anticholinergics, COMT inhibitors, 

nicotine, melatonin, selenium, and various vitamins and supplements. All have side 

effects and are most beneficial when used to supplement levodopa medication (Singh, 

Pillay, & Choonara, 2007). Surgical interventions are somewhat more radical and 

often seen as a last resort if medication is not tolerable (Singh, Pillay, & Choonara, 

2007). Deep Brain Stimulation is preferred over more drastic options such as 

thalamotomy or pallidotomy due to decrease in risk, however is available to only a 

small proportion of those with PD, and still carries risks of equipment malfunction and 
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side effects such as worsening dyskinesia and gait disturbance (Singh, Pillay, & 

Choonara, 2007). Cell transplant therapy implantable nano tubes or chips, and a PD 

vaccination are all showing promise, yet are still early in the development or clinical 

trial process, leaving Levodopa as the imperfect but most readily available treatment 

to date (Singh, Pillay, & Choonara, 2007). 

1.6 Medication Effect on Awareness 

Levodopa medication is not only dispersed to areas of the brain with demonstrated 

dopamine depletion, but to all areas. A study conducted by Cools, Barker, Sahakian 

and Robbins (2001) found differing results from withdrawal of Levodopa on a set 

switching task compared with a reversal learning task. Withdrawal of the 

dopaminergic medication led to poorer performance on the first task, but improved 

performance on the second. Different neural circuitry is involved in these tasks, and 

the authors suggested that the differing results reflect how medicating with levodopa 

aids areas which are depleted of dopamine (e.g. dorsal striatum), while hindering areas 

which are not (e.g. ventral striatum) (Cools et al. 2001).  

A study of awareness of motor deficit in PD identified a relationship between 

Levodopa medication and motor anosognosia (Maier et al. 2012). Participants with 

greater motor impairment when medication was not working optimally showed poorer 

awareness of their motor deficits when asked about it while medication was working 

(Maier et al. 2012). The sample size in this study was small, and the study targeted 

motor awareness only, but it highlights the possibility that awareness of other 

impairments in PD may be affected by Levodopa.  
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1.7 Genetics of Parkinson’s disease 

Twelve genetic mutations have been identified which are estimated to account for up 

to 10% of PD cases, with the remaining 90% of cases believed to be sporadic in origin 

(De Lau & Breteler, 2006). Advances in knowledge of the genetics of PD have also 

led to increased understanding of the differing responses to treatment.  

This thesis focusses on the Catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) enzyme, which 

eliminates dopamine in the prefrontal cortex (Williams-Gray et al. 2009). Dopamine 

plays an important role in functions controlled by the prefrontal cortex such as 

executive function and memory (Akil et al. 2003). The dopamine transporter (DAT) 

which acts to regulate dopamine levels, has only a small effect in prefrontal cortex 

compared with other brain areas due to its scarcity in the region. Therefore, COMT is 

particularly influential on dopamine levels in the prefrontal cortex and in turn, 

executive function and memory. 

One mutation in the COMT gene has a profound effect on dopamine availability.  A 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP rs4680) changes a valine (val) codon to a 

methionine (met) codon at position 158 (Lotta et al. 1995).  An individual can have 

one of three different allele combinations at position 158; valine/valine (val/val), 

valine/methionine (val/met), or methionine/methionine (met/met; Chen et al. 2004). 

The val/val genotype has been shown to correspond to up to 40% more COMT enzyme 

activity: that is, 40% more breakdown in dopamine in the prefrontal cortex than in 

those with the met/met genotype (Chen et al. 2004).  This may help to explain why 

those with PD may respond to Levodopa medication differently, and should be 

considered when investigating the relationship between Levodopa and memory 

awareness in PD. 
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1.8 The Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire 

There is no questionnaire targeting memory awareness specifically in PD. A 

questionnaire showing promise in its utility in older adults in general is The 

Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire (MMQ; Troyer & Rich, 2002). The 57 item 

MMQ contains 20 questions about perceived memory ability (such as “How often do 

you forget to run an errand”), 18 about contentment with memory ability (such as “I 

am generally pleased with my memory ability”), and 19 about use of memory 

strategies (such as “How often do you create a rhyme out of what you want to 

remember?”) with the aim of establishing a full picture of a person’s subjective 

memory ability, their feeling about this and tools they use to improve memory in daily 

life. The MMQ has been examined in a large sample of healthy older adults, and 

French, Dutch, and Italian translation studies have also found the questionnaire to be 

psychometrically sound in their samples (Fort, Adoul, Holl, Kaddour, & Gana, 2004; 

van der Werf & Vos, 2011; Raimo, Trojano, Siciliano, Cuoco, D’lorio, Santangelo, 

Abbamonte, Grossi & Santangelo, 2016). The MMQ has not yet been assessed in a 

PD sample, but could provide not only an index of subjective memory ability, but also 

information on memory contentment and strategy use in this population. 

1.9 The Parkinson’s Centre Cognitive and Motor Heterogeneity in Idiopathic 

Parkinson’s Disease Project 

Data for these investigations were collected as part of The Parkinson’s Centre 

Cognitive and Motor Heterogeneity in Idiopathic Parkinson’s Disease Project (Park 

C). This is a joint project which originated at Edith Cowan University, and is now 

based at Curtin University of Technology, and also involves the University of Western 

Australia. Commencing in 2007, 255 participants with PD from the greater Perth area 
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have been assessed with the overall goal of identifying possible PD genotypes. 

Participants are assessed every 2 years using a battery of assessments of cognition, 

mood, sleep, memory, motor symptoms, depression, PD severity, and genetic 

sampling. Several publications have already arisen from the project (e.g. Whitworth 

et al. 2013; Loftus et al. 2015). A project of this scale providing a wide range of data 

from such a large sample of the local PD population is an excellent resource to 

investigate the proposed hypotheses.   

Study 1 (Chapter 2) of this thesis examined whether the MMQ is a useful tool in PD, 

by determining the statistical fit of the MMQ in a large PD sample. Study 2 (Chapter 

3) then investigated memory awareness in PD, by comparing subjective memory 

assessment (from both participants with PD and their caregivers) with objective 

memory performance. Study 3 (Chapter 4) analysed the effect of Levodopa medication 

and COMT genotype on memory awareness in PD. These investigations aimed to 

clarify conflicting reports about whether those with PD can accurately appraise the 

debilitating memory deficits known to occur in PD. Chapter 5 finishes with a general 

discussion and future directions. 
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Chapter 2. Psychometric analysis of the MMQ in PD 

 

Memory impairment can present early in Parkinson’s disease (PD); sometimes prior 

to classic motor symptoms (Barone et al. 2009, Da Cunha et al. 2002). Many aspects 

of memory function may be affected in PD, including verbal memory, memory 

formation, source memory, and prospective memory (Levy et al. 2002, Taylor et al. 

1990, Pirogovsky et al. 2012). Memory impairment adversely impacts activities of 

daily living (Rosenthal et al. 2010, Pirogovsky et al. 2012) and negatively affects the 

quality of life of people with PD and their carers (Leroi et al. 2012). Such memory 

impairments typically worsen with disease progression (Hely et al. 2008). 

Memory awareness (the appraisal of one’s own memory ability), has been theorised 

to involve semantic memory through comparison of current memory performance with 

general memory performance (Stewart, McGeown, Shanks & Venneri, 2010). The 

frontal lobe is thought to be crucial in memory awareness, and those with traumatic 

injury to this area have shown poor awareness of deficit (Pannu, & Kaszniak, 2005).  

In PD, specifically, awareness of memory performance and any decline in this is 

critical for medication adherence and accurate reporting of symptoms to health 

professionals (Sitek, Soltan, Wieczorek, Robowski & Slawek, 2011). Studies of 

memory awareness in PD have yielded mixed results. Following comparison of 

objective memory performance, observer assessment, and self-report, Sitek and 

colleagues suggested that those with PD were relatively aware of their memory 

deficits, but tended to overestimate their impairment (Sitek et al. 2011). Conversely, 

Seltzer et al. (2001) reported that those with PD underestimated their cognitive 

impairment compared to caregiver ratings, a disparity which increased with cognitive 

decline. Poliakoff and Smith-Spark (2008) found that people with PD reported more 
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memory failures in everyday life than age-matched controls.  The assumption of 

caregiver report accuracy is worrying, given that caregivers could also over or under 

estimate deficit, yet any deviation between caregiver and participant report is often 

reported as inaccuracy on the person with PD’s part. Small sample sizes and differing 

measures of awareness may account for the discrepant findings in previous research.  

To lessen participant burden and achieve brevity, many PD questionnaires contain 

only a single item to screen for potential memory problems (PDQ-39, Jenkinson et al. 

1997; NMS, Chaudhuri et al. 2006). Such questionnaires provide very limited 

information about a participant’s awareness of their memory performance. To the 

authors’ knowledge, there is currently no measure of memory awareness designed for 

use in PD. Therefore, questionnaires used in the general population were considered. 

Troyer and Rich (2002) evaluated commonly used questionnaires assessing memory 

function and awareness in adults, including the Metamemory in Adulthood 

Questionnaire (Dixon, Hultsh & Hertzog, 1988), the Memory Functioning 

Questionnaire (Gilewski, Zelinski & Schaie, 1990), the Memory Assessment Clinics 

Self Rating Scale (Crook & Larrabee, 1990), the Everyday Memory Questionnaire 

(Martin, 1986), the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire (Broadbent, Cooper, Fitzgerald 

& Parkes, 1982), and the Memory Controllability Inventory (Lachman, Bandura, 

Weaver & Elliot, 1995). They identified a number of weaknesses, including the 

assessment of memory problems not amenable to clinical intervention, the inclusion 

of questions about situations which do not apply to all participants, an excessive 

number of questions, and not assessing all aspects of memory, particularly the 

emotional impact of memory failures (Troyer & Rich, 2002).  
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The Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire (MMQ; Troyer and Rich, 2002) was then 

developed to address the weaknesses in these measures. The MMQ aims to briefly 

assess a person’s appraisal of their recent memory performance, how they feel about 

their memory ability, and any strategies they use to aid memory performance. The 

questionnaire demonstrated high content validity and construct validity in relation to 

other commonly used memory questionnaires. Exploratory factor analysis of MMQ 

data from a sample of older adults revealed that three factors (attributed to memory 

ability, contentment, and strategy use) accounted for 40.4% of the variance in item 

responses, and all items loaded most highly onto their intended factor. Item loadings 

onto intended factors averaged .66 for contentment items (range .35 - .79), .59 for 

ability items (.45 - .74), and .50 for strategy use (.27 - .70; Troyer & Rich, 2002).  

Replications of this factor structure have yielded mixed results. Fort, Adoul, Holl, 

Kaddour, and Gana, (2004) analysed the French translation of the MMQ in a sample 

of healthy older adults.  Confirmatory factor analysis did not support the original three 

factor structure. Subsequent exploratory factor analysis indicated that the strategy 

items did not reflect a single factor, but two separate factors.  Theoretically, this 

divided internal strategies (strategies requiring creative thought, for example 

developing a rhyme, picturing an image, or repeating an acronym which is later 

retrieved and activated) from external strategies (strategies involving an external 

environmental cue, such as a list or alarm clock). The resulting four factor model 

achieved good fit, and accounted for 36.4% of response variance (Fort et al. 2004). 

Analysis of the Dutch translation of the MMQ in the general population and in those 

awaiting neuropsychological appointments, compared three and four factor 

exploratory factor solutions (van der Werf & Vos, 2011). Troyer and Rich’s original 
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three factor model accounted for 44.39% of response variance and was the model of 

choice. A four factor model with strategy items split into two separate factors 

accounted for 46.9% of variance but was not evaluated further. A significant gender 

effect was identified in the Dutch sample: females reported more memory mistakes, 

concerns, and use of strategies than males.  A recent study examined the MMQ in a 

large Italian sample of healthy adults, and supported the four factor model proposed 

by Fort et al (2004), and the gender effect identified by van Der Werf and colleagues 

(Raimo et al. 2016).  

Alongside gender, there are other factors that may influence MMQ findings. While 

the literature varies regarding which aspects of memory are affected and which 

measures are best, depression and anxiety have been shown to negatively affect 

memory performance (Kindermann & Brown, 1997; Kizilbash, Vanderploeg, Curtiss, 

2002). The memory contentment section of the MMQ is essentially a measure of 

memory complaint, which has been found to be more closely related to personality 

concepts such as neurotisism and self-esteem than to actual memory performance 

(Pearman & Storandt, 2004). Whilst the initial publication of the MMQ and the Italian 

version do not reference depression, the French study reported that increased 

depression was related to poorer self-reported memory ability and contentment, and 

greater use of memory strategies (Fort et al, 2004). The Dutch study reported similar 

findings using a measure of psychological distress rather than of depression. It is 

estimated that 17% of the PD population are affected by depression, and a further 22% 

by minor depressive disorder (Reijnders et al. 2008). For this reason, any investigation 

of the MMQ in PD must address depression. 
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The present study assessed the MMQ in a sample of individuals with PD. The original 

three factor structure and the amended four factor structure were assessed. Internal 

strategy use has previously been shown to correlate highly with executive function 

(Bouazzaoia et al. 2010), a cognitive domain typically impaired in PD, (Jacobs et al. 

1995). For this reason, we expected participants in this sample to report greater use of 

external memory strategies than internal. Following the identification of a factor 

structure, the influence of depression, PD severity, Levodopa medication, age, sex, 

and IQ were considered to ensure that the cause of any difference found in the way 

this sample use the MMQ is correctly attributed. 

2.1 Method 

2.1.1 Participants. Two hundred and fifty five individuals with idiopathic Parkinson’s 

disease completed assessments as part of the ParkC Cognitive and Motor 

Heterogeneity in Idiopathic Parkinson’s disease research study (see Whitworth et al. 

2013; Loftus et al. 2015; for more information). The sample was a mixed cohort, 

including 96 newly diagnosed participants, and 159 with an existing diagnosis of PD. 

The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committees of Edith Cowan 

University and Curtin University, and recruitment was supported by Parkinson’s 

Western Australia Inc. All participants provided written, informed consent.  

2.1.2 Procedure. Participants completed a range of questionnaires which were posted 

to them prior to attending Edith Cowen University for assessment. The assessment 

visit involved approximately 3 hours of neuropsychological and motor assessments, 

and was completed in the participant’s home if travel was not possible. Participants 

were encouraged to take breaks if needed, to mitigate the effects of fatigue. 

Assessments were completed by honours, Masters or PhD psychology students, 
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trained and supervised by the ParkC directors Andrea Loftus, Natalie Gasson & 

Romola Bucks.   Assessments used in this thesis were selected from the entire ParkC 

battery of tests, and are described in detail below. These included questionnaires 

completed by participants prior to their visit, (MMQ, GDS), and assessments 

completed while attending for testing (AUSNART). 

2.1.3 Measures. 

2.1.3.1 The Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire. The Multifactorial Memory 

Questionnaire (MMQ; Troyer & Rich, 2002) is a 57-item questionnaire assessing 

subjective memory ability (20 items: e.g., “How often do you forget to run an errand”), 

memory contentment (18 items: e.g., “I am generally pleased with my memory 

ability”), and memory strategy use (19 items: e.g., “How often do you create a rhyme 

out of what you want to remember?). Eleven of the contentment items were negatively 

worded (for example, “There is something seriously wrong with my memory”) and 

reverse-coded before analysis, whilst the remainder were positively worded (for 

example, “My memory is good for my age”). The validity of the MMQ has been 

confirmed in older adults, with minimum expert agreement of 83% concerning which 

of the three underlying factors (ability, contentment, strategy use) a question targeted 

(Troyer & Rich, 2002). Participants indicate their agreement with contentment 

statements on a 5-point Likert scale (strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, 

strongly disagree), and similarly, their frequency of strategy use and memory mistakes 

(all of the time, often, sometimes, rarely, never). Responses were coded into numerical 

values (0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, with higher scores indicating greater contentment, 

better memory function (i.e., fewer mistakes), and greater use of memory strategies. 
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2.1.3.2 Geriatric Depression Scale. The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Yesavage 

& Sheikh, 1986) is a 15-item self-report questionnaire assessing depression. 

Participants circle yes (score 1) or no (score 0) in response to 15 statements such as 

“Do you feel helpless?”, “Do you feel full of energy?” The commonly used 15 item 

short form of the GDS has been found to be valid and reliable in identifying depression 

in participants (Almeida & Almeida, 1999). A total score of 0-4 indicates no 

depression, 5-8 indicates mild depression, 8-11 indicates moderate depression and 12-

15 indicates severe depression. Due to a strong floor effect in the present sample, the 

GDS data were recoded into a binary variable. Those whose total score was above the 

cutoff for mild depression were coded as “1” and those with total scores below this 

value were coded as “0”. This allowed for the comparison of depressed individuals 

with non depressed individuals. 

2.1.3.3 The Australian version of the National Adult Reading Test. The Australian 

version of the National Adult Reading Test (AUSNART; Hennessy & McKenzie, 

1995) is a measure of pre-morbid IQ in which a participant is asked to read a list of 64 

words aloud. Total pronunciation errors on the AUSNART reading task were 

converted to estimated IQ scores using a regression equation by Sullivan, Senior and 

Scarcia, (2000).  

2.1.3.4 Levodopa Equivalent Dose. Levodopa Equivalent Dose (LED) was calculated 

using the formula provided by Tomlinson, Stowe, Patel, Rick, Gray, and Clarke, 

(2010). Due to some extreme outliers in the LED data, values larger than 3 standard 

deviations from the mean were winsorized to a score 3 standard deviations from the 

mean. 
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2.1.4 Data analyses. Descriptive analyses were conducted using SPSS v21. 

Confirmatory Factor Analyses were performed with MPLUS v7.31 (Muthen & 

Muthen 1998). The robust weighted least squares (WLSMV) estimator was selected 

for its ability to perform well with smaller sample sizes, ordinal data, and non-

normality (Cunningham, 2010, Savalei & Rhemtulla, 2013). The following models 

were investigated: Model 1: a 3 factor model of memory ability, memory contentment, 

and memory strategy as described by Troyer and Rich (2002); Model 2: Fort’s 4-factor 

adaptation of the original 3 factor model, in which strategy items are split into internal 

and external strategies. Model fit was evaluated with the Root Mean Square Error of 

Approximation (RMSEA), χ² statistic adjusted for degrees of freedom, the 

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI). An RMSEA value of 

<.06 indicates good model fit, with <.05 indicating great fit. CFI and TLI > .90 

indicates adequate fit and >.95 good model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The χ² statistic 

divided by the degrees of freedom shows reasonable model fit if the value is 3 or lower 

(Iacobucci, D, 2010). 

One minor adjustment was made in models containing 4 factors. The strategy question 

“How often do you use a routine to remember important things, like checking you 

have your wallet and keys when you leave home?” was classified as an external 

strategy by Fort and colleagues, but was classified as internal for this study.  The 

processes required for this strategy involve remembering, retrieving and following a 

routine, which are arguably internally-based processes (Branin, 2001). Consequently, 

for those models where internal and external strategies were considered distinct, 11 

items were classified as internal and 8 as external.  
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Following assessment of model fit, investigation of the relationship between factor 

scores and age, gender and measures of disease severity was conducted. 

2.2 Results 

2.2.1 Data Preparation. Four participants did not complete testing. Missing values 

analysis identified four participants with missing responses for >20% of the MMQ. 

These participants were excluded from analysis. Participants with <20% missing data 

were retained as the WLSMV estimator used for model fit can account for this. For 

the remaining 247 participants, 0.60% of values were missing. Sixteen participants 

whose diagnosis was later revised as it did not meet UKPDS Brain Bank Criteria for 

PD (Hughs et al. 1992) were excluded. While the Movement Disorder Society 

Taskforce recommend a cutoff score of 26 to screen out participants with cognitive 

impairment (Dubois et al. 2007), the present study allowed those with an MMSE ≥20 

to be included. We believe the participants with a total score of ≥20 had the capacity 

to consent and complete the tasks. Due to the prevalence of cognitive impairment in 

the Parkinson’s disease community, we also wished to assess the fit of the MMQ in a 

representative sample inclusive of this. Additionally, excluding these six participants 

did not significantly alter any model fit results compared to when they were included. 

Therefore, to maximise the sample size and to more realistically reflect the PD 

population, those with an MMSE ≥20 were included in this study. Seven participants 

scored <20 on the MMSE and were excluded, leaving a total of 224 participants 

included in the below analyses. 

2.2.2 Demographics. The mean age of participants was 65 years, 67.5% were male. 

All testing was performed during the ‘ON’ phase (approximately one hour post-

medication). Further demographic details are provided in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1 

Demographic information for sample 

  N Mean SE Range 

Age  (years) 224 65.41 0.64 37 - 85 

Disease Duration 
(months) 

224 63.72 3.94 0 - 325 

LED (mgs)¹ 220 572.86 32.51 0 - 3842 

Estimated IQ² 214 118.08 0.57 96 - 131 

UPDRS³ 157 30.67 1.05 4 - 81 

MMSE (Serial 7’s) 224 24.48 0.13 19 - 30 

MMSE (World Backwards) 224 27.92 0.12 18 - 30 

Note. LED Levodopa Equivalent Dose. ¹ Four participants declined providing medication information. 
Estimated IQ = National Adult Reading Test – Australian version; ² not available for 10 Ps. UPDRS = 
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; ³ UPDRS not available for all participants as measure 
included in test battery after project commenced. MMSE = Mini Mental State Examination.  

2.2.3 Model Fit. The original 3-factor model proposed by Troyer and Rich achieved 

model fit in this sample (see Table 2, Model 1). The four factor model (per Fort et al. 

2004) also met all criteria for model fit, with marginally better results (see Table 2, 

Model 2).  

To establish the significance of the difference between the models, Chi-squared 

difference testing was conducted in MPlus. This confirmed the superiority of the four 

factor model (35.7, df 4, p <.001), which was a significantly better fit for the data in 

this sample than the three factor model. The models are represented visually in Figure 

1. Mean responses and factor loadings for the four factor model are presented in Table 

3, which shows each item loaded onto its intended factor positively and significantly. 
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Table 2 

Fit indices for the two competing Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire models 

  Model χ² df p 

 

χ²/df RMSEA (90% CI) CFI TLI 

1 3 x Oblique Factors; 
Contentment, Ability, 
Strategies. 2609.76 1537 <.001 

 

 

1.698 
.056  

(.052 - .059) .909 .905 

2 
4 x oblique Factors; 
Contentment, Ability, 
Internal Strategies, 
External Strategies. 2546.54 1533 <.001 

 

 

 

1.661 
.054  

(.051 - .058) .914 .910 

Note. Model fit is indicated by RMSEA <.06, CFI & TLI > 0.90, χ²/df≤3, (Hu & Bentler, 1999, 
Iacobucci, D, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 1. Pictorial representation of MMQ Model 1 containing 3 factors (left), and Model 2 

containing 4 factors (right). 
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Table 3 
Item Means, Standardised Estimates (Factor Loadings) and R² Values by Item for the Final MMQ Model 
 

MMQ Item Mean Response, 
(95% CI) Contentment Ability Internal 

Strategy 
External 
Strategy r² 

1) Contentment. Pleased with memory  2.57 (2.40 – 2.74) 0.82‡    0.57‡ 
2) Contentment. Something wrong with memory (R)  2.92 (2.76 – 3.07) 0.8‡    0.60‡ 
3) Contentment. Will remember if important  3.00 (2.87 – 3.13) 0.54‡    0.84‡ 
4) Contentment. Fear memory errors are serious (R)  2.69 (2.53 – 2.86) 0.69‡    0.72‡ 
5) Contentment. Worse than others my age (R)  2.71 (2.55 – 2.87) 0.69‡    0.73‡ 
6) Contentment. Confidence in memory 2.41 (2.24 – 2.58) 0.82‡    0.58‡ 
7) Contentment. Feel unhappy with memory (R)  2.61 (2.45 – 2.77) 0.74‡    0.67‡ 
8) Contentment. Worry other opinions of memory (R)  2.64 (2.47 – 2.81) 0.81‡    0.59‡ 
9) Contentment. Not too hard on memory errors  2.59 (2.44 – 2.74) 0.39‡    0.92‡ 
10) Contentment. Concerned about memory (R)  2.30 (2.12 – 2.48) 0.81‡    0.58‡ 
11) Contentment. Memory going downhill (R)  2.64 (2.48 – 2.81) 0.88‡    0.47‡ 
12) Contentment. Satisfied with memory  2.62 (2.47 – 2.78) 0.8‡    0.60‡ 
13) Contentment. Not upset by error  2.61 (2.47 – 2.76) 0.6‡    0.80‡ 
14) Contentment. Worry will forget important info (R)  2.38 (2.21 – 2.55) 0.72‡    0.70‡ 
15) Contentment. Embarrassed about memory (R)  2.78 (2.62 – 2.94) 0.81‡    0.59‡ 
16) Contentment. Annoyed with self when forget (R)  2.30 (2.13 – 2.48) 0.63‡    0.78‡ 
17) Contentment. Memory good for age  2.48 (2.34 – 2.62) 0.73‡    0.69‡ 
18) Contentment. Worry about memory (R)  2.50 (2.33 – 2.66) 0.82‡    0.53‡ 
19) Ability. Forget to pay a bill  3.19 (3.07 – 3.32)  0.52‡   0.85‡ 
20) Ability. Misplace daily object  2.39 (2.24 – 2.53)  0.57‡   0.83‡ 
21) Ability. Trouble remembering telephone number  2.16 (1.99 – 2.32)  0.64‡   0.76‡ 
22) Ability. Forget name you just met  1.62 (1.48 – 1.76)  0.61‡   0.79‡ 
23) Ability. Leave something behind  2.18 (2.06 – 2.31)  0.74‡   0.68‡ 
24) Ability. Forget appointment  3.13 (2.99 – 3.26)  0.72‡   0.69‡ 
25) Ability. Forgot what about to do  2.09 (1.95 – 2.22)  0.66‡   0.75‡ 
26) Ability. Forget an errand.  2.86 (2.72 – 2.99)  0.73‡   0.69‡ 
27) Ability. Difficulty finding right word  1.95 (1.81 – 2.09)  0.70‡   0.72‡ 
28) Ability. Forget details of read info  2.34 (2.19 – 2.48)  0.74‡   0.67‡ 
29) Ability. Forget to take meds  2.80 (2.65 – 2.95)  0.57‡   0.83‡ 
30) Ability. Forget long known name  2.61 (2.44 – 2.77)  0.69‡   0.73‡ 
31) Ability. Forget to pass message  2.75 (2.63 – 2.87)  0.72‡   0.69‡ 
32) Ability. Forget what going to say  2.32 (2.18 0 2.45)  0.76‡   0.65‡ 
33) Ability. Forget long known birthday  2.89 (2.74 – 3.04)  0.70‡   0.72‡ 
34) Ability. Forget frequently used telephone number  2.77 (2.63 – 2.92)  0.68‡   0.74‡ 
35) Ability. Retell story or joke  2.77 (2.62 – 2.92)  0.69‡   0.72‡ 
36) Ability. Misplace something  2.28 (2.13 – 2.43)  0.81‡   0.59‡ 
37) Ability. Forget to buy something  2.45 (2.32 – 2.59)  0.70‡   0.71‡ 
38) Ability. Forget conversation details  2.40 (2.26 – 2.54)  0.78‡   0.63‡ 
39) Strategy. Timer or alarm (Ext)  1.25 (1.06 – 1.45)    .038‡ 0.92† 
40) Strategy. Ask someone to remind (Ext)  1.52 (1.37 – 1.67)    0.72‡ 0.69‡ 
41) Strategy. Create a rhyme  (Int)  0.43 (0.32 -0 .55)   0.70‡  0.72‡ 
42) Strategy. Create visual image (Int)  0.88 (0.73 – 1.03)   0.55‡  0.84‡ 
43) Strategy. Write on calendar (Ext)  3.16 (2.99 – 3.32)    0.36‡ 0.93‡ 
44) Strategy. Go through alphabet (Int)  1.02 (0.85 – 1.20)   0.40‡  0.92‡ 
45) Strategy. Organize info to remember (Ext)  1.10 (0.91 – 1.28)    0.46‡ 0.88‡ 
46) Strategy. Say out loud (Int)  1.42 (1.24 – 1.60)   0.52‡  0.85‡ 
47) Strategy. Use routine (Int)  2.28 (2.09 – 2.48)   0.43‡  0.90‡ 
48) Strategy. Make a list  (Ext)  2.61 (2.43 – 2.79)    0.53‡ 0.85‡ 
49) Strategy. Focus on details (Int)  1.48 (1.31 – 1.65)   0.64‡  0.77‡ 
50) Strategy. Put somewhere obvious (Ext)  2.35 (2.19 – 2.51)    0.70‡ 0.71‡ 
51) Strategy. Repeat something to self (Int)  0.95 (0.79 – 1.11)   0.77‡  0.64‡ 
52) Strategy. Create story (Int)  0.64 (0.50 – 0.78)   0.65‡  0.76‡ 
53) Strategy. Write in notebook (Ext)  2.12 (1.93 – 2.31)    0.65‡ 0.76‡ 
54) Strategy. Create acronym (Int)  0.61 (0.39 – 0.64)   0.65‡  0.76‡ 
55) Strategy. Focus on remembering (Int)  1.46 (1.29 – 1.62)   0.81‡  0.58‡ 
56) Strategy. Write note in other (Ext)  1.75 (1.55 – 1.94)    0.63‡ 0.78‡ 
57) Strategy. Mentally retrace steps (Int)  2.11 (1.96 – 2.26)     .75‡   0.66‡ 
 
Note. +p < .05; ‡p < .01. (R) Negatively worded contentment questions were reverse scored prior to analysis. (Int) = 
Internal memory strategy. (Ext) = External memory strategy. 
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2.2.4 Questionnaire responses. The mean response for memory ability questions was 

2.50 (individual item means ranged from 1.58 – 3.25). As these questions concerned 

the frequency of memory errors, this corresponded to reporting making a memory 

error ‘rarely’ to ‘sometimes’. Not recalling the name of someone you have just met 

was the most widely reported error. 

The mean response for contentment items was 2.58 (means ranged from 2.26 – 2.96). 

This corresponded to a participant indicating they ‘agree’ with a positive statement 

about their memory, and ‘disagree’ with a negative statement.  

The mean response for items assessing internal strategy was 1.19 (means ranged from 

0.42 – 2.27), which corresponded to a participant indicating that they rarely used this 

type of strategy. The mean response for external strategy use was 1.97 (means ranged 

from 1.11 – 3.14), which corresponded to participants indicating that they sometimes 

used this type of strategy. Nine of the 11 internal strategies were never or rarely used, 

whilst external strategies were far more commonly endorsed (see Table 3 item means). 

2.2.5 Relationships between factors and covariates. Higher subjective assessment 

of memory ability was associated with greater memory contentment (r = .72, p < .001). 

Those who reported using less memory strategies, (internal and external), were 

happier with their memory function (r = -.33, p <.001, r = -.47, p <.001) and rated 

their memory function more favourably (r = -.46, p <.001, r = -.62, p <.001) compared 

with those who used strategies more frequently. Use of internal memory strategies was 

highly correlated with use of external memory strategies (r = .80, p <.001).  

The relationships between factor scores and age, age at diagnosis, disease duration, 

levodopa dose, IQ and PD severity were investigated and are presented in Table 4. 
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The sole significant relationship identified was that those with higher predicted IQ 

reported greater use of external memory strategies. However, were this to be corrected 

for multiple testing it would reflect a trend level relationship only. 

Table 4 

Correlations between MMQ Factor Scores and Demographic Variables 

  Contentment Ability 
Internal 
Strategy 

External 
Strategy 

Age  (years) .01 .03 -.06 -.08 

Age at  Diagnosis (years) .04 .01 -.03 -.06 

Disease Duration (years) -.07 .02 -.06 -.04 

LED (mgs) .01 .06 -.12 -.10 

Estimated IQ1 .00 .06 .09 .15† 

UPDRS2 -.07 -.06 -.07 -.09 

Note. †p<.05, ‡p<.01. LED Levodopa Equivalent Dose. Estimated IQ = National Adult Reading Test – 
Australian version; 1 not available for 10 Ps. UPDRS = Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; 2 
UPDRS not available for all participants as measure included in test battery after project commenced. 

 

No significant differences were found between male and female participants in 

subjective memory ability or contentment assessment. Female participants reported 

using more external memory strategies than men t(128.4) = -3.06, p = .001, equal 

variances not assumed, but there was no difference in internal memory strategy use. 

In this sample, 163 participants scored in the no depression range, 43 within the mild 

depression range, 11 in the moderate depression range and 6 within the severe 

depression range. Participants with higher depression scores reported less memory 

contentment, t(190)= 4.07, p < .001 and poorer memory ability, t(48.06) = 3.78, p < 

.001. No significant differences were found in strategy use.  
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2.3 Discussion 

The present study investigated the MMQ as a tool to assess memory awareness in 

those with PD. Both the original three factor structure (Troyer & Rich, 2002) and the 

four factor revision by Fort and colleagues (2004) achieved adequate fit in this sample. 

However, the four factor model demonstrated marginally better fit in this sample. This 

divide between internal and external memory strategies found in French healthy older 

adults (Forte et al. 2004) and healthy Italian adults (Raimo et al. 2016) was also evident 

in the current sample.  

The present study adopted an inclusive approach to participants with depression and 

mild cognitive impairment, in order to represent the wider PD population.  More 

severe depression was associated with poorer memory contentment and subjective 

memory ability. This replicates the findings of the French and Dutch studies (Forte et 

al. 2004, ven der Werf & Voss, 2011).  However, it remains unclear whether the 

reporting of poorer memory function and contentment in this sample reflects actual 

deficit in memory ability, or is simply a function of depression per Pearman and 

Storandt, (i.e. do depressed participants have poorer memories, or do they just believe 

they do?).  In this sample, perceived memory ability and contentment scores were 

highly correlated, which may suggest that those with higher depression scores may 

truly have poorer memory ability which in turn impacts negatively on memory 

contentment. Comparison with objective memory performance in PD is needed to 

determine the accuracy of subjective report, and the extent of the influence of 

depression.  

There was no relationship identified between severity of PD and subjective memory 

ability, contentment or strategy use. The detrimental effects of PD on memory function 
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are well documented, (Levy et al. 2002, Taylor et al. 1990, Pirogovsky et al. 2012) but 

were not evident in participants’ subjective memory assessment in the present study. 

This suggests that memory ability data perhaps reflect other factors such as depression 

rather than true memory ability. Age, age at diagnosis, disease duration, and amount 

of Levodopa medication taken also were not significantly related to subjective 

memory ability, contentment or strategy use. Those with higher predicted IQ reported 

using more external memory strategies than those with lower predicted IQ. Females 

also reported greater use of external memory strategies than males. Greater use of any 

memory strategy subtype was associated with poorer memory contentment and 

assessment of memory ability, as found in the French and Dutch studies. This suggests 

that those who believe their memory function is good and are content with it do not 

feel the need to employ memory strategies. Conversely, use of memory strategies may 

act as a reminder that such strategies are needed, and therefore decrease memory 

contentment. 

As predicted, participants reported using fewer internal than external strategies. They 

preferred to rely on external memory aids such as lists and alarms as opposed to 

internal strategies such as creating a rhyme of tasks to be remembered. Internal 

strategy use has been shown to correlate highly with executive function (Bouazzaoia 

et al. 2010), a cognitive domain known to be impaired in PD (Jacobs et al. 1995). The 

decreased use of internal memory strategies in PD has been identified previously. 

Buytenhuijs, Berger, Van Spaendonck, Horstink, Borm and Cools (1994) asked 

participants with PD and control participants to complete a word list recall task. When 

provided with external strategies to help with the task, performance did not differ 

between the groups (Buytenhuijs et al. 1994). However, when left to develop their 

own internal strategies, control participants did so by identifying subgroups within the 
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list of words given, while participants with PD recalled fewer words and tended to 

recall the words in the order they were presented (Buytenhuijs et al. 1994). The use of 

external memory strategies may have greater importance to those with PD, as they 

cannot rely on internal strategies dependent on executive function.  

A four factor structure identified in healthy participants completing the Multifactorial 

Memory Questionnaire (Troyer & Rich, 2002) has been successfully fitted in this PD 

sample. Further research is needed to ascertain the relationship between self-reported 

memory ability, contentment and strategy use in PD, particularly with regard to 

objective memory performance and depression. Any such research must take into 

account the effects of gender, depression, and IQ demonstrated in the present study.  
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Chapter 3. Predictive Validity of Self and Caregiver Memory Assessment in PD 

Cognitive deficits including memory impairment are common, (Cooper et al. 1991) 

early presenting, (Dubois and Pillon, 1996) and debilitating (Barone et al. 2009) 

consequences of Parkinson’s disease (PD). Whether those with PD or their caregivers 

can accurately appraise such memory impairment remains unclear, however.  

Naismith, Pereira, Shine and Lewis (2011) suggest caregivers can assist in identifying 

cognitive impairment in PD. The authors assessed participants with PD using a range 

of assessments including working memory, verbal learning, language, executive 

function and IQ. Thirty eight participants were classified as demonstrating mild 

cognitive impairment (MCI) as their results were at least 1.5 standard deviations below 

the expected mean on at least one measure. The remaining 23 participants were 

classified as cognitively normal. Caregivers completed the memory subsection of the 

Cambridge Behavioural Inventory (Wedderburn et al. 2008) and reported greater 

memory changes in those identified as having MCI than the non-cognitively impaired 

participants. That is, the individuals identified by neurological testing as having MCI 

were also identified by caregivers as having poorer day to day memory. 

Other studies have also included self-assessment of memory awareness. Sitek, Soltan, 

Wieczorek, Robowski and Slawek (2011) compared self-assessment of memory 

deficit with objective performance and caregiver assessment in a sample of 45 

individuals with PD. When rating 18 statements regarding memory performance (such 

as “Ability to recall things when one really tries”) on a Likert scale, six of these 

questions showed a significant correlation between patient and caregiver ratings. The 

authors noted that overall evaluations of deficit were comparable between the 

participants with PD and their proxies, however individual item ratings were 
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inconsistent (Sitek et al. 2011). The authors also observed that participants with PD 

tended to overestimate memory impairment compared to objective performance (Sitek 

et al. 2011). Sitek and colleagues concluded that those with PD were relatively aware 

of their memory deficits. Despite only 6 of the 18 statements showing agreement 

between the participant with PD and their caregiver, the authors also concluded that 

patient and caregiver rating of memory deficit are comparable.  

Seltzer, Vasterling, Mathias, and Brennan (2001) investigated awareness of deficit in 

PD and Alzheimer's disease, and reported that both groups underrated all deficits. 

Participants were assessed using the Dementia Rating Scale, (DRS; Mattis, 1988) 

Clinical Dementia Rating, (CDR; Morris, 1993) and Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE; 

Folstein et al. 1975). Participants and their carers also completed questionnaires 

adapted from subsections of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS; 

Movement Disorder Society, 2003) and the Patient Competency Rating Scale (PCRS; 

Prigatano, 1986). The difference between the participants and their caregivers 

questionnaire score was calculated and this ‘discrepancy score’ was correlated with 

participant performance on the cognitive tasks. They reported that participants with 

PD who had lower MMSE scores (<25) showed greater unawareness of deficit than 

those with higher MMSE scores (>25). The discrepancy score calculated is reported 

as unawareness of deficit. It is a worrying precedent to assume that caregiver ratings 

of deficit are correct, and any difference in self-assessment compared with caregiver 

assessment reflects inaccuracy in those with PD. Trosset and Kaszniak (1996) warn 

that measuring awareness in this manner does not distinguish between the person’s 

overestimation of their ability, and caregivers’ potential underestimation. 

Discrepancies between those with PD and caregiver ratings of deficit are often 

reported, and have been attributed to confounds such as PD medication, level of 
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caregiver burden, caregiver depression, and physical disability of the person with PD 

(Schiehser, 2013; Martinez-Martin, 2004). Further investigation of memory awareness 

in PD is needed, and must include appropriate, validated measures of self and 

caregiver report and objective assessment of deficit, in large, representative samples.   

The Cambridge Behavioural Inventory (CBI, Wedderburn et al. 2008) is an 81-item 

questionnaire designed to be completed by someone close to a person with an illness; 

such as a caregiver, spouse or relative. The CBI targets recent behavioural changes 

and is used across a range of illnesses. Six of these questions target recent memory 

failures, specifically, in a manner similar to the MMQ (see Chapter 2), with questions 

such as “how often does the participant lose or misplace things?” (Wedderburn et al. 

2008). The MMQ and CBI could provide valuable information about memory 

awareness in PD, but their relationship to objective memory measures must first be 

evaluated. The present study included three separate measures of objective memory 

performance targeting a range of memory abilities including delayed verbal recall, 

spatial working memory, and pattern recognition memory. The measure of delayed 

verbal recall (HVLT-R, Benedict, Schretlen, Groninger, and Brandt, 1998) was 

selected due to questions targeting this skill being present in both the CBI and MMQ 

questionnaires. The CBI and MMQ contain questions about everyday errors such as 

forgetting information you have recently been told, and the HVLT provided a 

comparable objective measure of this skill. The spatial working memory measure, 

(taken from CANTAB™, Fray, Robbins and Sahakian, 1996), assessed participants’ 

ability to develop and execute a memory strategy, skills used in daily life to recall a 

list or remember a routine. Finally, the pattern recognition memory measure (also from 

CANTAB™, Fray, Robbins and Sahakian, 1996) assessed non-verbal memory and 

learning.   
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As discussed in the previous chapter, depression is prevalent in the PD population 

(Reijnders et al. 2008), and along with anxiety is known to impact on certain areas of 

memory performance such as immediate recall and amount retained (Kizilbash, 

Vanderploeg & Curtiss, 2002). The previous chapter identified the effect of depression 

on MMQ scores in this sample; depressed individuals reported poorer memory 

function and lower memory contentment. Whether depression is related to objective 

memory performance in this sample remains to be investigated. Age-related memory 

decline and gender differences in superiority on different memory tasks (Herlitz, 

Nilsson, & Bäckman, 1997) may also affect memory performance in this sample. 

The current study investigated the relationship between subjective memory 

assessment, caregiver assessment, and objective memory performance in a large 

sample of participants with PD. Due to previous mixed findings, it was not 

hypothesised specifically whether those with PD and their caregivers would 

overestimate or underestimate deficits compared to objective performance. However, 

the relationship was predicted to be comparable for both groups. Depressed 

participants were predicted to perform more poorly on objective memory measures.   

3.1 Method 

3.1.1 Participants. Two hundred and fifty five participants with idiopathic 

Parkinson’s disease from Perth, Australia, were included in the present study. 

Participant data were drawn from the baseline assessment of the Parkinson’s Centre 

Cognitive and Motor Heterogeneity in Idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PARK-C) 

research project (Loftus et al. 2015; Whitworth et al. 2013). All participants provided 

written informed consent prior to taking part, and completed testing at a time when 

their PD medication was actively working. The PARK-C project received approval 
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from the Human Research Ethics Committees of Edith Cowan University, Curtin 

University of Technology, the Joondalup Health Campus, and the support of 

Parkinson’s Western Australia Inc.  

3.1.2 Procedure. Questionnaire assessments were completed by participants at home, 

prior to attending for assessment. Neuropsychological and motor assessments were 

completed either at Edith Cowan University or in the participant’s home. As 

assessments took approximately 3 hours, breaks were taken when needed.  

3.1.3 Measures 

3.1.3.1 Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire. The Multifactorial Memory 

Questionnaire (MMQ; Troyer & Rich, 2002) is a 57 item questionnaire targeting 

memory awareness in older adults. The questionnaire contains three subsections, 

assessing frequency of everyday type memory errors (Ability), feelings about memory 

function (Contentment) and use of strategies to assist memory performance (Strategy). 

The utility of the questionnaire in the PD population has been assessed in chapter one, 

in which a four factor structure identified in healthy adults was fitted to data from this 

sample. Factor scores for the ability subsection of the MMQ (items 19-39) calculated 

during analyses for Chapter 2 were used as a self-report measure of memory ability, 

with lower scores indicating more everyday memory errors. 

3.1.3.2 Cambridge Behavioural Inventory. The Cambridge Behavioural Inventory 

(CBI; Wedderburn et al. 2008) is an 81-item questionnaire targeting recent 

behavioural changes, and is designed to be completed by someone close to a person 

with an illness, such as a caregiver, spouse or relative. The test-retest reliability and 

validity of the CBI has been confirmed (Nagahama, Okina, Suzuki, & Matsuda, 2006). 

Questionnaire items 1-6 target day to day memory performance, with questions such 
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as “How often does the person forget to pass on a phone message?”, “How often does 

the person lose or misplace things?” and were used as a measure of caregiver memory 

assessment in the current analysis.  

3.1.3.3 Hopkins Verbal Learning Test – Revised. The Hopkins Verbal Learning Test 

– Revised (HVLT-R; Benedict, Schretlen, Groninger, & Brandt, 1998) is a verbal 

learning and recall task. Participants are read a list of 12 nouns three times, after each 

time recalling as many words as they can. After a 20 minute delay, during which time 

other tasks occur, participants are then asked again to recall as many words from the 

list as they can remember. The total number of words correctly recalled in the delayed 

trial was assessed in the present study. 

3.1.3.4 Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery. The Cambridge 

Neuropsychological Test Assessment Battery (CANTAB™; Fray, Robbins and 

Sahakian, 1996) is a range of cognitive research software. The CANTAB™ tests target 

specific underlying cognitive functions, and as they are completed on a computer 

tablet, are able to measure many aspects of participant response in precise detail. 

The Spatial Working Memory (SWM) task presents participants with a number of 

boxes on the tablet screen. The task is to locate tokens hidden behind the behind boxes, 

by clicking on the boxes to reveal what is inside. The participants must develop a 

strategy to locate the tokens while remembering which boxes have already been 

clicked on to avoid revisiting boxes previously opened. During the trials, the task 

increased in complexity as the number of boxes increased from three to eight, and the 

position of the boxes changed with each trial. An error was recorded if participants 

clicked on a previously opened box. The number of total errors in the SWM task was 

analysed as a measure of working memory.  
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The Stockings of Cambridge (SOC) task targeted executive function. Participants are 

shown a split screen, with both the top and bottom of the screen displaying three 

pockets containing coloured balls. Participants are required to move the balls in the 

lower half of the screen in order to match the arrangement in the top half. Similar to 

balls sitting in pool table pockets, a ball sitting under another ball cannot be moved. 

The aim is to complete the task using as few moves as is possible. The task increases 

in complexity, with participants starting with trials in which two moves were required 

to match the top display, and escalating to trials in which five moves were required. 

The number of times a trial was completed in the minimal possible number of moves 

was analysed. 

The Pattern Recognition Memory (PRM) task assessed non-verbal memory. 

Participants are first presented with twelve patterns, one after the other. The patterns 

are shapes that are not easily likened to something the participant has seen before. The 

trials of this task then present participants with two patterns at a time, one which was 

viewed previously and one which is novel. Participants must choose which they 

believe was presented in the first series. The percentage of correctly identified patterns 

was recorded.             

3.1.3.5 Geriatric Depression Scale. As used in chapter 2, the Geriatric Depression 

Scale (GDS; Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986) is a 15 item questionnaire completed by 

participants. Participants circle yes or no in response to 15 statements, such as “Are 

you in good spirits most of the time?” Responses are coded into values of 0 and 1 and 

a total score is calculated. A total score of 15 is the maximum possible, with a total of 

0-4 indicating no depression, 5-8 mild depression, 8-11 moderate depression and 12-

15 severe depression. 
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3.1.3.6 Australian version of the National Adult Reading Test. The Australian 

version of the National Adult Reading Test (AUSNART; Hennessy & McKenzie, 

1995) was again used as an indicator of premorbid IQ. Participants are asked to read 

a list of 64 words aloud. An estimated IQ was calculated based on pronunciation 

errors.  

3.1.3.7 Mini Mental State Examination. The Mini Mental State Examination 

(MMSE; Folstein et al. 1975) was used to screen participants for cognitive impairment 

prior to entry into the study. Participants are asked a series of questions such as “What 

is today’s date?”, and are then given some basic tasks such as repeating a list of three 

words, naming everyday objects, counting backwards from 100 at intervals of seven, 

and reading and following a basic command. MMSE total scores were calculated using 

the ‘Serial 7s’ method, and was used as an assessment of cognitive function.  

3.1.4 Data Analyses. 

3.1.4.1 Missing data. MMQ missing values were found to be Missing Completely at 

Random (MCAR; Little, 1988), while the CBI data had fewer than 5% missing data. 

Therefore, missing values for these assessments were imputed through the expectation 

maximisation method.  

3.1.4.2 Data transformation. As in Chapter 2, GDS data were recoded into a binary 

variable due to a strong floor effect. Those with total scores of 5 and above met the 

cut-off for mild or greater depression, and were recoded as ‘1’. Those with a total score 

of 4 and below were recoded as ‘0’ and formed the non-depressed group. This allowed 

the comparison of depressed individuals with non-depressed individuals.  
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The remaining covariates did not have issues with normality, skewness or kurtosis and 

thus the raw data was used. 

3.1.4.3 Analyses. Regression analyses were conducted using MPLUS software, v7.31 

(Muthen & Muthen 1998). Subjective memory measures consisting of the total CBI 

memory subsection score, and MMQ ability factor score were used as predictors. The 

three objective memory measures (delayed recall, spatial working memory and pattern 

recognition memory) were the dependant measures. Covariates age, sex, depression 

and IQ were included.   

3.2 Results 

A total of 57 participants were excluded from the current analysis due to not 

completing testing (4), a later change in diagnosis from PD (16), failing to meet Mini 

Mental State Exam cut-offs controlling for age and education (Iverson, 1998, 23), 

missing more than 20% of MMQ data (4) or not having a caregiver complete the CBI 

(10). The remaining 198 participants ranged in age from 37-85 with a mean age of 65 

years, and 61.6% were male. Descriptive data are presented in Table 5 below. Between 

7.7% and 10.6% of participants showed impaired delayed verbal recall, spatial 

working memory or pattern recognition memory, as is also presented in Table 5. 

 
3.2.1 Depression. In total, 145 participants in this sample were not depressed. Forty 

participants had mild depression, and 9 moderate depression, leaving 4 with severe 

depression. Following recoding into a binary variable, this placed 145 participants in 

the non-depressed group, and 53 in the depressed group for the remaining analyses.  
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Table 5 
 
Sample Descriptive Data 
 

  M SE 95% CI 
% 

impaired 
Disease Duration (months) 61.18 3.99 53.31 – 69.05 - 

UPDRS¹ 29.06 0.97 27.13 – 30.98 - 

Depression (Total GDS score) 3.31 0.21 2.91 - 3.72 - 

IQ 118.56 0.59 117.39 - 119.73 - 

CBI Memory Total 3.39 0.28 2.84 - 3.95 - 

MMQ Ability -0.01 0.07 -0.14 - 0.13 - 

Delayed verbal recall 8.62 0.18 8.26 - 8.98 9.1 

Spatial working memory errors 41.13 1.48 38.21 - 44.05 10.6 

Pattern recognition memory 85.16 0.80 83.58 - 86.75 7.7 
 
Note. UPDRS = Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; ¹ UPDRS not available for all participants 
as measure included in test battery after project commenced. GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale 
(Yesavage & Sheikh 1986); IQ = AUSNART (Hennessy & McKenzie, 1995) predicted IQ; MMQ 
Ability = Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire (Troyer & Rich, 2002) ability subsection factor score; 
CBI = Cambridge Behavioural Inventory, memory subsection total (Wedderburn et al. 2008); % 
impaired = proportion of participants who scored ≥ 1.5 standard deviations below the age and IQ 
adjusted norm for each objective memory measure. 

 

3.2.2 The relationship between subjective and objective memory. The results of 

regression analyses conducted to investigate any predictive relationship between 

subjective and objective memory measures are presented in Table 6 below. Significant 

relationships are presented visually in Figure 2. The demographic variables age, sex, 

depression and IQ were included in the analyses due to their known impact on memory 

performance, and to ensure any effect of these variables was not falsely attributed to 

subjective memory assessment.  

No significant relationships were identified between self-assessment of memory 

ability and objective memory performance. Nor was there any significant relationship 

between caregiver assessment of memory ability and objective performance. 

Subjective memory assessments of the participant and their caregiver correlated 

significantly, with greater number of memory errors reported by the caregiver 

associated with poorer everyday memory reported by the participant.  
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Figure 2. Significant predictive relationships between subjective memory measures, 
objective memory measures, and sex, age, depression and IQ. Unstandardized Beta 
weights (B) and standard error of Beta B(SE) are shown.  
Note. Demographic variables appear on the left of the diagram (gds = Geriatric Depression Scale; iq = AUSNART 
predicted WAIS-R verbal IQ), subjective memory measures centrally (cbi = Cambridge Behavioural Inventory, 
memory subsection; mmq= Mutifactorial Memory Questionnaire, ability subscale) and objective memory measures 
on the right (hvlt = Hopkins Verbal Learning Test – Revised, delayed recall trial; cntb_swm = CANTAB™ Spatial 
Working Memory; cntb_prm = CANTAB™ Pattern Recognition Memory).  

Performance on the delayed verbal recall task was significantly related to participant 

age, sex, and IQ, with older participants, females, and those with a higher IQ 

performing better on this task. Spatial working memory and pattern recognition 

memory performance were predicted by age alone, with older age corresponding to 

more errors in spatial working memory and fewer patterns correctly identified.  

Depressed participants and their caregivers assessed their memory ability to be worse 

than non-depressed participants. However, depression was not significantly related to 

performance on any of the objective memory measures. Caregivers of male 

participants also reported poorer memory ability. This difference was partially 

supported by the objective results, as male participants recalled fewer words on the 
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delayed verbal recall task. No significant difference between males and females was 

found in spatial working memory or pattern recognition memory. 

Table 6 

Regression Analysis Showing Predictive Relationships between Subjective and 
Objective Memory Measures 

HVLT Delayed Recall B SE(B) β p 

CBI -0.015 0.046 -.022 .750 
MMQ Ability 0.031 0.190 .012 .869 
Sex 1.306 0.349 .248 <.001 
Age -0.075 0.017 -.282 <.001 
GDS -0.396 0.407 -.068 .330 
IQ 0.070 0.020 .221 <.001 

     
CANTAB - SWM     
CBI 0.531 0.372 .100 .152 
MMQ Ability 0.774 1.538 .036 .615 
Sex 4.233 2.831 .099 .134 
Age 1.001 0.141 .463 <.001 
GDS -0.404 3.299 -.009 .903 
IQ -0.171 0.166 -.067 .300 

     
CANTAB - PRM     
CBI 0.050 0.215 .017 .818 
MMQ Ability -0.410 0.890 -.035 .644 
Sex -0.415 1.637 -.018 .800 
Age -0.355 0.082 -.306 <.001 
GDS -2.597 1.908 -.103 .172 
IQ 0.166 0.096 .120 .081 

     
CBI     
Sex -1.234 0.557 -.154 <.05 
Age 0.051 0.028 .126 .067 
GDS 2.322 0.608 .262 <.001 
IQ -0.057 0.033 -.119 .081 

     
MMQ Ability     
Sex -0.170 0.135 -.086 .207 
Age -0.003 0.007 -.028 .686 
GDS -0.782 0.148 -.359 <.001 
IQ 0.006 0.008 .048 .481 

Note. HVLT = Hopkins Verbal Learning Test – Revised, delayed recall trial; CBI = Cambridge 
Behavioural Inventory, memory subsection; Mutifactorial Memory Questionnaire, ability subscale; 
GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; IQ = AUSNART predicted WAIS-R verbal IQ; CANTAB-SWM 
= Spatial Working Memory; CANTAB-PRM = Pattern Recognition Memory.  
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Performance on all objective memory measures were correlated, with those who 

achieved better pattern recognition memory and verbal recall making fewer spatial 

working memory errors. 

The model accounted for 23.7% of variance in spatial working memory scores, 11.2% 

of variance in pattern recognition memory scores and 23% of variance in delayed 

verbal recall scores. The model explained 12.1% of variance in MMQ Ability scores, 

and 14.3% of variance in CBI memory scores.  

3.3 Discussion 

In this large sample of participants with PD, no predictive relationship was identified 

between subjective memory assessment (by the participant or their caregiver), and 

objective memory performance. A relationship was identified between participant’s 

subjective memory assessment, and their caregiver’s assessment of their memory. 

Participants who reported making more memory errors in everyday life (such as 

forgetting a name or an appointment) were also reported by their caregivers as making 

more frequent errors (such as forgetting to pass on a message or misplacing 

something). Our findings support previous studies reporting a lack of memory 

awareness in those with PD, and suggests caregiver report is also unreliable. Given 

that memory complaints made by the individual with PD and their caregiver were not 

associated with actual performance, it may be inappropriate to use caregiver report as 

the bench mark against which to compare complaints made by people with PD.  

Subjective memory assessment by participants and their caregiver were both 

significantly related to depression in the person with PD. Depressed participants 

reported making more memory errors, as did their caregivers. This finding is in line 
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with previous reports that complaint about memory function may not reflect memory 

difficulty, per se, but instead reflect depression, anxiety, or poor self-esteem 

(Kizilbash, Vanderploeg, & Curtiss, 2002, Pearman & Storandt, 2004, Popkin, 

Gallagher, Thompson & Moore, 1982). Popkin and colleagues, (1982), found that 

performance on recall tests did not differ between depressed and non-depressed older 

adult participants, yet the depressed group complained of significantly more memory 

deficit than the non-depressed group. Studies assessing the French and Dutch 

translation of the MMQ also reported an association between depression or 

psychological distress, and poorer self-reported memory ability (Fort, Adoul, Holl, 

Kaddour, & Gana, 2004, van der Werf & Vos, 2011). This suggests interventions to 

target depression in PD, while unlikely to impact memory ability, could improve self-

belief about memory ability and, therefore, memory contentment.  

All objective memory measures were correlated; those who made fewer spatial 

working memory errors also showed better delayed verbal recall and better pattern 

recognition memory. This suggests that the objective memory tasks chosen all 

assessed memory function in PD successfully. Due to the similar nature of the 

everyday memory errors assessed by the CBI and MMQ, we believe the subjective 

measures were comparable. Trosset and Kaszniak (1996) warn that objective memory 

measures completed in such experiments usually involve very specific tasks, 

potentially unfamiliar to the participants. The CANTAB pattern recognition memory 

and spatial working memory tasks were clinical and quite feasibly tasks the 

participants had not encountered previously. These tasks measured aspects of working 

memory used in the everyday memory tasks targeted by the MMQ and CBI, such as 

the ability to take in novel information and later recall or recognise that information, 

and to plan solutions to problems and retain that plan through its execution. The 
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current study used measures of accuracy from the CANTAB battery, not of speed or 

efficiency which have been found to be impaired due to PD motor symptoms in similar 

computerised tasks (Morris, Downes, Sahakian, Evenden, Heald & Robbins, 1988). 

The HVLT-R delayed recall task was added to the original HVLT in order to screen 

for abnormal forgetting (Benedict, Schretlen, Groninger, and Brandt, 1998). This trial 

asks participants to recall as many words as they can from a list read to them three 

times approximately 25 minutes previously. During this delay they perform other, 

unrelated tasks. The memory processes required to perform well on this task are 

similar to the everyday tasks assessed in the MMQ and CBI such as remembering to 

pass on a message at a later time, or remembering a recently learned name. For the 

above reasons we believe the measures of objective memory used in this study were 

appropriate and comparable with the subjective measures, so this does not account for 

the failure to find a relationship. 

In this sample, those with PD and their caregivers’ assessment of their memory ability 

were unrelated to objectively measured memory performance. Participant depression 

was found to affect self and caregiver report of memory ability, but not memory ability 

itself. Our findings suggest that neither those with PD nor their caregivers show 

accurate memory awareness, but subjective report may provide a cue to discussions 

about depression. One possible confounding factor not included in this study is the 

effect of medication. The role of both antiparkinsonian medication, and antidepressant 

medication in memory awareness in PD warrants consideration, as the concepts of 

memory and depression in this sample appear to be intertwined.  
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Chapter 4. Evaluating the impact of LED and COMT on memory awareness in 
PD. 

No predictive link between subjective memory assessment and objective memory 

performance in PD has been identified in this thesis so far. However, before drawing 

conclusions about participants’ memory awareness or the utility of measures chosen, 

one further explanatory factor needs consideration. That is, the impact of anti-

parkinsonian medication.  

PD is characterised pathologically by death of dopamine producing cells in the pars 

compacta of the substantia nigra (Fearnley & Lees, 1991). This results in decreased 

levels of dopamine being circulated from the basal ganglia out to areas of the cortex 

(Seger, 2006). Levodopa-type medications, which cross the blood brain barrier and 

are then processed into dopamine, remain the mainstay of PD treatment (Tomlinson 

et al. 2010). The additional dopamine reaches all areas of the brain, which is not 

beneficial to all cognitive functions, indeed increasing Levodopa through medication 

has been found to hinder as well as help cognitive function (Cools et al. 2001; Mehta 

et al. 2004).  

Cools, Barker, Sahakian and Robbins (2001) were the first to demonstrate this 

contrasting response to Levodopa within the same individuals with PD. The study 

involved twenty nine participants with PD achieving good results from stable 

Levodopa medication. Fifteen participants were asked not to take their medication the 

night before testing, while the remaining 14 were medicated as usual. Participants 

completed the ‘probabilistic reversal learning paradigm’ task, which is known to 

involve the ventral striatum and orbitofrontal cortex (Swainson et al. 2000). The task 

required participants to select a pattern from two choices, and they received immediate 

feedback that their initial choice was correct. After many trials rewarding that pattern, 
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the rule was reversed, in that the opposite pattern was more commonly correct. Thus, 

participants were required to change their strategy. The ‘intra-/extra-dimensional shift 

(ID/ED) paradigm’ (Downes et al. 1989), which utilises dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex 

required participants to select patterns, switching between responding to shapes or 

lines. Finally, a ‘task set switching paradigm’ required participants to switch between 

responding to letters or numbers, a skill involving the cortico striatal loop connecting 

dorsal striatum with posterior parietal cortex and dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex 

(Rogers et al. 1998). Participants off their medication performed more slowly on the 

task set switching task than medicated and control participants.  There were no 

differences in accuracy. When the rule changed in the reversal learning task, 13 of the 

participants taking their medication failed to adapt successfully to the new rule, while 

only 2 of those off their medication failed to do so. There was no difference between 

participants on and off medication in the intra-/extra-dimensional shift task. The 

results support the ‘overdose hypothesis’, that medicating with Levodopa aids areas 

such as the dorsal striatum which are depleted of dopamine in PD, but overdoses areas 

not deprived of dopamine such as the ventral striatum (Swainson et al. 2000),  and 

clearly demonstrated this with tasks targeting different neural circuits.  

This oversupply of dopamine may also impact awareness. A study targeting awareness 

of motor deficit in PD found increased impairment of awareness of motor deficits 

correlated significantly with motor impairments in the ‘off’ state (Maier et al. 2012). 

The greater the degree of motor impairment when medication was not working 

optimally, the less aware of their deficit the participant was when the medication was 

working. This supports the authors’ theory that excess dopamine may be responsible 

for impaired awareness of motor symptoms (Maier et al. 2012). While the sample sizes 

in these studies were small (n=28 in Maier et al. 2012; n=29 in Cools et al. 2001), the 
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findings raise concern that the medication taken to improve motor symptoms of PD 

may adversely affect some cognitive abilities and awareness of deficits.  

Various Levodopa medications containing different components and strengths are 

prescribed for PD, making comparisons between participants difficult. Tomlinson and 

colleagues (2010) examined the literature, identifying 56 different proposed formulae 

for a 'Levodopa Equivalent Dose' (LED), and concluded by proposing a unified 

formula (Tomlinson et al. 2010) which was used in this thesis.  

It would be insufficient to discuss possible effects of LED without also considering 

catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT). Alteration in COMT activity is thought to be 

involved in a range of disorders, including cancer (Lavigne et al. 1997), schizophrenia 

(Glatt et al. 2003) and PD (Williams-Gray et al. 2008). COMT is an enzyme which 

regulates dopamine in the prefrontal cortex (Williams-Gray et al. 2009), an area of the 

brain involved in awareness (Zamboni et al. 2013), and theorised to be involved in the 

lack of awareness of memory deficit (Agnew & Morris, 1998). Certain polymorphisms 

of COMT result in increased dopamine breakdown, meaning less available dopamine 

in the prefrontal cortex (Chen at al. 2004). The Val158Met polymorphism (SNP 

rs4680), a single nucleotide G to A substitution on chromosome 22q11 (the COMT 

gene) changes a valine (val) codon to a methionine (met) codon (Lotta et al. 1995). 

This substitution alone is estimated to alter dopamine processing by COMT in the 

prefrontal cortex by 40% (Chen et al. 2004). In post mortem human tissue, those with 

the val/val alleles were shown to have 40% more COMT enzyme activity than those 

with met/met alleles, with the heterozygous val/met type sitting in between (Chen et 

al. 2004). As COMT is involved in the elimination of dopamine, those with the 

met/met alleles are exposed to excess dopamine for longer periods of time. Wu and 
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colleagues (2012) performed extended positron emission tomography scans (PET) on 

10 participants with the val/val Val158Met genotype, and 10 with the met/met 

genotype (Wu et al. 2012). There was no significant difference in dopamine measures 

between the two groups in scans performed 0-90 minutes post medication, however 

scans taken 150-210 minutes post medication showed higher dopamine levels in the 

met/met group, i.e. the val/val group metabolised the dopamine faster than the met/met 

group (Wu et al. 2012). The cognitive consequences of this delayed metabolism of 

dopamine have been shown using functional imaging while participants performed an 

attentional set switching task (Williams-Gray, Hampshire, Barker, & Owen, 2008). 

Participants with the val/val genotype used regular strategies to solve the task, but 

those with the met/met genotype did not implement strategies. The met allele was also 

associated with under-activation in frontoparietal attentional networks during the task 

compared with the val/val type. Those with the val/val genotype have also shown 

superior performance on the well-known Tower of London executive function task, 

followed by val/met, with met/met again showing the greatest deficit (Foltynie, 2004). 

These studies support the inverted U model of prefrontal function first identified in 

animal studies, which presents a differing relationship between levodopa and 

prefrontal function dependent on the individuals pre-existing dopamine levels, and 

extend this model to show it is affected by PD and Val158Met genotype (Williams-

Gray et al. 2008, Foltynie et al. 2004). The effect of Levodopa dose, COMT genotype 

and their interaction on awareness of cognitive deficit in PD has not yet been 

investigated. 

While this thesis has not yet established a link between subjective self-assessment of 

memory function and objective memory performance, the impact of Levodopa 

medication has not previously been considered. The possibility that an oversupply of 
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Levodopa may decrease awareness of memory deficit leads to the prediction that those 

with higher LED will be less aware of their memory deficit. More specifically, we 

predicted that as Levodopa dose increases, the mismatch between participants’ 

assessment of their memory function and their objectively assessed memory function 

will also increase, (i.e, LED will moderate the relationship between memory 

awareness and objective memory performance). Based on the evidence that those with 

the val/val COMT genotype (which removes excess dopamine faster) will be least 

affected by high doses of dopamine, while those with the met/met genotype (which 

takes longer to clear excess dopamine) will be hindered by this, we also predicted that 

COMT genotype will moderate the moderation effect of LED on the relationship 

between awareness and performance. See Figure 3 for a pictorial representation of 

these relationships. All analyses controlled for age, sex, depression, and cognitive 

reserve, as these have all previously been shown to predict objective memory 

performance. Taking into account the effects of LED and COMT may unmask findings 

regarding memory awareness in PD not previously identified. 
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Figure 3. Pictorial representation of moderation analysis (model 1) and moderated 
moderation analysis (model 2).  
MMQ Ability = Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire (Troyer & Rich, 2002) ability subsection factor 
score; LED =. Levodopa Equivalent Dose (Tomlinson et al. 2010); COMT genotype = catechol-O-
methyltransferase Val158Met genotype; HVLT = Hopkins Verbal Learning Test – Revised (Benedict, 
Schretlen, Groninger, and Brandt, 1998); CANTAB PRM = Cambridge Neuropsychological Test 
Automated Battery (CANTAB™) Pattern Recognition Memory (Fray, Robbins and Sahakian, 1996); 
CANTAB SWM = Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB™) Spatial 
Working Memory (Fray, Robbins and Sahakian, 1996).  
 
 
4.1 Method 

4.1.1 Participants. Two hundred and fifty five participants involved in the 

Parkinson’s Centre Cognitive and Motor Heterogeneity in Idiopathic Parkinson’s 

disease (PARK-C) research project (Whitworth et al. 2013, Loftus et al. 2015) were 

included in this study. All participants had a diagnosis of idiopathic Parkinson’s 

disease and were from the greater Perth area, data were obtained from their baseline 

assessments. Testing was completed during the ‘On’ phase, when participants reported 

their medication was having full effect. The PARK-C project received approval from 
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the Human Research Ethics Committees of Edith Cowan University, Curtin University 

of Technology, the Joondalup Health Campus, and the recruitment and funding 

support of Parkinson’s Western Australia Inc., and all participants provided written 

informed consent to take part prior to testing.  

4.1.2 Procedure. Questionnaires were completed by participants prior to attending for 

testing at Edith Cowan University, with testing occurring in participants homes if 

necessary. During the testing visit, participants were encouraged to take breaks if 

needed to avoid fatigue. The assessments included a range of neuropsychological and 

motor assessments and took approximately 3 hours.  

4.1.3 Measures. 

4.1.3.1 Levodopa Equivalent Dose. Levodopa Equivalent Dose (LED); Participants 

provided details of any antiparkinsonian medications being taken. The standardised 

conversion developed by Tomlinson, Stowe, Patel, Rick, Gray, and Clarke, (2010) was 

used to calculate comparable 'Levodopa Equivalent Dose' (LED, mg) values for each 

participant. 

4.1.3.2 Catechol-O-methyltransferase. In addition to cognitive testing, PARK-C 

participants were asked to provide a blood sample for genetic testing. This was 

optional and a separate consent form was completed if the participant wished to take 

part; 130 participants consented to genotyping. Genetic sequencing using restriction 

enzyme digest analysis (RE) screened participants for COMT Val158Met genotype, 

(targeting SNP rs4680). Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) using exon specific 

primers was used to amplify the COMT region of interest, with restriction enzyme 

NlaIII then digesting products of PCR (as per Huang et al. 2011). COMT Val158Met, 

PCR, and RE products were electrophoretically separated on 1% agarose Tris-acetate-
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EDTA gel. DNA was visualized by GelRed (Fisher Biotech) staining on a Bio-Rad 

Molecular Imager Gel Doc XR. The 50bp DNA ladder (New England Biolabs) was 

used as the molecular weight marker. COMT Val158Met genotyping was confirmed 

by sequencing PCR products of random samples at AGRF (Perth, 

Australia). Genotype was identified as Valine/Valine (val/val, coded as 1), 

Valine/Methionine (val/met, coded as 2) or Methionine/Methionine (met/met, coded 

as 3).  

 4.1.3.3 Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire. The Multifactorial Memory 

Questionnaire (MMQ: Troyer & Rich, 2002) is a 57 item questionnaire used to assess 

subjective memory ability, contentment and strategy use, originally developed for use 

in older adults but, more recently, extended to the general population. Earlier in this 

project, the utility of the MMQ in this PD sample was assessed (see Chapter 1), and a 

four factor model provided a good fit for the data. Factor scores from the participants’ 

answers to the ability subsection of the MMQ were used as a measure of self-

assessment of memory ability, with higher scores indicating fewer everyday memory 

mistakes (such as forgetting a name).  

4.1.3.4 Hopkins Verbal Learning Test – Revised. The Hopkins Verbal Learning Test 

– Revised (HVLT-R; Benedict, Schretlen, Groninger, and Brandt, 1998) delayed recall 

trial provided an objective measure of verbal learning and recall. In this trial, 

participants are asked to recall as many words as they can from a list of 12 nouns they 

were read three times, earlier in the testing process. The number of words correctly 

recalled after a 30 minute delay was recorded.  

4.1.3.5 Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery. Two assessments 

from the CANTAB™ cognitive research software range (Fray, Robbins and Sahakian, 
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1996) were used. These were completed by participants on a computer tablet, with the 

support of the tester. The Spatial Working Memory (SWM) task was used as a measure 

of working memory. In this task, participants click on boxes presented on the screen 

to reveal what is hidden inside them, aiming to find a token. Participants aim is to 

locate the tokens as efficiently as possible, without clicking on boxes previously 

opened. As the trials continued, the number of boxes increased to 8 and their location 

on the screen changed, increasing the complexity of locating the tokens without 

revisiting previously opened boxes.  Total SWM errors (revisited boxes) were 

analysed for this study. The Pattern Recognition Memory (PRM) task assessed 

nonverbal memory. Participants were shown a series of 12 small, undistinctive visual 

patterns. They were then shown pairs of patterns, one which was novel and one from 

the previously viewed set. The task is to select the previously viewed pattern. The 

percentage of patterns correctly classified as previously seen was used in this study as 

a PRM measure.     

4.1.3.6 Geriatric Depression Scale. The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Yesavage 

& Sheikh 1986) short questionnaire was completed by participants to assess 

depression. Fifteen yes or no statements such as “Do you feel helpless?” were 

answered by the participants, and coded into a possible range of total scores from 0 to 

15.  (0-4 = no depression, 5-8 = mild depression, 8-11 = moderate depression, and 12-

15 severe depression). As discussed in Chapter 3, depression may impact memory 

performance and/or subjective memory ability, therefore this was statistically 

controlled for.  

4.1.3.7 Australian version of the National Adult Reading Test.  The Australian 

version of the National Adult Reading Test (AUSNART; Hennessy & McKenzie, 

1995) presents participants with a list of 64 words to read aloud. IQ was estimated 
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based on the number of pronunciation errors, participant age, and years of education 

per the regression equation developed by Sullivan, Senior & Scarcia (2000). Analyses 

also controlled for the impact of IQ on memory performance.  

4.1.4 Data transformation. Depression data from the GDS were recoded into a binary 

variable to accommodate a strong floor effect: the majority of participants reported no 

depression. This allowed for the comparison of all participants who scored a total of 5 

or more, indicating some level of depression, (Herrmann, Mittmann, Silver, Shulman, 

Busto, Shear, & Naranjo, 1996) with those who did not.   

4.1.5 Analyses. Moderated regression analyses were conducted using SPSS v23 (IBM 

Inc). Regression analyses were conducted using Conditional Process Analysis for 

SPSS (Hayes, 2013), using 5000 bootstrap samples and bias corrected confidence 

intervals. This allowed for the moderating impact of LED on the relationship between 

subjective and objective memory to be analysed covarying for sex, depression, age 

and IQ and, following this, exploration of the additional moderating impact of COMT 

type on LED within the model (moderated moderation analysis). Models are presented 

pictorially in Figure 3.  

4.2 Results 

Of the 255 participants involved in the study, four who could not complete testing and 

16 whose diagnosis was later revised to a condition other than PD were excluded from 

analyses. As the MMQ was used as a measure of subjective memory function, four 

participants who were missing >20% of the MMQ were also excluded. The analyses 

below also excluded 23 participants who did not meet MMSE (Folstein et al. 1975) 

cognitive function cut-offs accounting for age and education (see Iverson, 1998) to 

screen for individuals with signs of early dementia. Descriptive data for the remaining 
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208 participants are presented in Table 7. The sample included 131 men and 77 

women. 

Table 7 
 
 Sample Descriptive Data. 
 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean  Std. Deviation 

Age 208 37.00 85.00 65.09 9.82 

Total GDS score 208 0 14.00 3.40 3.04 

IQ 199 95.72 131.32 118.54 8.07 

MMQ Ability  208 -3.57 2.64 0 0.98 

LED (mgs) 203 0 3842.00 571.35 482.69 

 
Note. GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale (Yesavage & Sheikh 1986); IQ = AUSNART (Hennessy & 
McKenzie, 1995) predicted IQ; MMQ Ability = Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire (Troyer & Rich, 
2002) ability subsection factor score; LED =. Levodopa Equivalent Dose (Tomlinson et al. 2010). 
Predicted IQ was not available for 8 participants due to not completing this assessment, and 5 
participants declined to provide medication details.  

LED values were highly skewed. These values were therefore divided into low, 

medium, and high dose groups based on the 33.33rd and 66.66th percentile scores. 

Those participants taking between 0 and 300mg per day formed the low dose group (n 

= 76), between 301 and 625mg per day formed the medium dose group (n = 57), and 

greater than 626mg per day formed the high dose group (n = 70).  Five participants 

declined to provide medication information. 

Based on the GDS, 57 were depressed and 151 non-depressed.  

COMT genotyping of blood samples from the 130 participants who consented 

revealed that our sample included 33 val/val, 68 val/met and 29 met/met allele types. 

These proportions are consistent with the Hardy Weinberg ratio. 
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Moderated regression analyses were conducted to examine the effect of LED on the 

relationship between subjective memory ability report and objective memory 

performance. Higher LED was predicted to be associated with a greater discrepancy 

between self-assessment of memory function and objective memory performance, 

characterised by a lower correlation. Age, sex, estimated IQ, and depression were 

controlled for due to their significant impact in earlier analyses (see Chapter 3). The 

model is represented in Figure 3 (model i) and results are presented in Table 8. In order 

to maximise participant numbers in each regression, these were conducted separately. 

To be included in the analyses, participants needed to have data present for the 

predictor variable, the outcome variable, all covariates, and the possible moderator. 

This resulted in a final sample of 193 participants for the analyses targeting pattern 

recognition memory and spatial working memory, and 194 participants for delayed 

verbal recall. 

Pattern recognition memory was significantly predicted by the model F(7, 185 = 3.79, 

p =.001, r²=.12). However, the only significant predictor in this model was participant 

age, with older age being associated with poorer PRM. Age was also found to be the 

only significant predictor of spatial working memory F(7, 185 = 9.69, p < .001, r²=.23), 

with older age associated with poorer performance (i.e. more SWM errors). The model 

also significantly predicted delayed verbal recall, F(7, 186 = 9.20, p < .001, r²=.24), 

with age, IQ, and sex all contributing significantly. Female participants, those with 

higher IQ, and younger participants displayed better delayed verbal recall.  

In all three analyses, the amount of Levodopa-type medication a participant was taking 

was not related to objective memory performance. Nor did Levodopa dose 
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significantly moderate the relationship between subjective memory assessment and 

memory performance.   

Table 8 

Moderated regression analysis investigating the impact of Levodopa Equivalent Dose 
on the relationship between memory ability and Pattern Recognition Memory (n = 
193), Delayed Verbal Recall (n = 194), and Spatial Working Memory (n = 193). 
 

     95% CI 
  b se t p LLCI ULCI 
Pattern Recognition Memory (% Correct)       
constant 86.77 13.99 6.20 <.001 59.17 114.38 
Depression -2.51 2.10 -1.19 .234 -6.65 1.64 
IQ 0.21 0.10 2.02 .045 0.01 0.41 
Age -0.34 0.09 -3.95 <.001 -0.50 -0.17 
Sex (1=Male, 2=Female) -0.63 1.71 -0.37 .712 -4.00 2.74 
LED -1.43 0.89 -1.60 .111 -3.18 0.33 
MMQ Ability 1.26 1.89 0.67 .506 -2.47 5.00 
LED x MMQ Ability -0.78 0.82 -0.94 .347 -2.40 0.85 

       
Delayed verbal recall (Total words)       
constant 4.52 2.98 1.52 .131 -1.35 10.40 
Depression -0.55 0.45 -1.23 .222 -1.43 0.33 
IQ 0.06 0.02 2.98 <.005 0.02 0.11 
Age -0.08 0.02 -4.26 <.001 -0.12 -0.04 
Sex (1=Male, 2=Female) 1.41 0.34 4.11 <.001 0.73 2.08 
LED -0.08 0.20 -0.37 .713 -0.48 0.33 
MMQ Ability -0.39 0.42 -0.92 .360 -1.22 0.45 
LED x MMQ Ability 0.19 0.17 1.07 .285 -0.16 0.53 
       
Spatial Working Memory Errors       
constant -10.23 21.59 -0.47 .636 -52.82 32.36 
Depression  1.81 3.26 0.56 .579 -4.61 8.23 
IQ -0.18 0.17 -1.06 .290 -0.51 0.15 
Age 1.01 0.13 7.89 <.001 0.75 1.26 
Sex (1=Male, 2=Female) 2.84 2.94 0.97 .334 -2.95 8.64 
LED 1.66 1.63 1.02 .308 -1.55 4.87 
MMQ Ability 0.35 3.97 0.09 .930 -7.46 8.18 
LED x MMQ Ability 0.08 1.64 0.05 .963 -3.17 3.32 

 
Note.  LED = Levodopa Equivalent Dose (Tomlinson et al. 2010) coded as low = 1, medium = 2, high = 3; MMQ Ability = 
Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire (Troyer & Rich, 2002) ability subsection factor score; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale 
(Yesavage & Sheikh 1986) coded as 0 = non depressed, 1 = at least mildly depressed; IQ = AUSNART (Hennessy & McKenzie, 
1995) predicted IQ.  
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Moderated moderation analyses were conducted to investigate if COMT genotype 

moderated the moderation of the relationship between subjective and objective 

memory ability by Levodopa dose. (see Figure 1, model ii for diagram).  Those with 

the val/val COMT genotype were hypothesised to be least affected by high doses of 

dopamine, and for their subjective assessment of memory function to be more in line 

with their objective memory performance. Those with the met/met genotype were 

predicted to show a greater mismatch between subjective and objective memory 

ability as LED dose increased. Results are presented in Table 9.  

Spatial working memory performance was significantly predicted by the model, F(11, 

110 = 4.03, p < .001, r² = .23). However, once again, participant age was the only 

significant predictor, with older participants showing poorer performance. Delayed 

verbal recall was also significantly predicted by the model, but the earlier effect of IQ 

was not found, as only age and sex were significant predictors of performance, F(11, 

110 = 4.14, p < .001, r² = .23). Pattern recognition memory was not significantly 

predicted by the model,  F(11, 110 = 0.95, p = .499, r² = .09).  

Objective memory performance was not significantly affected by COMT genotype, 

Levodopa dose, or their interaction. Nor was the relationship between subjective 

memory ability and objective memory performance moderated by LED or COMT.¹  

 

 
 
 
 
 
¹At the suggestion of an examiner, disease duration was added to chapter 4 analyses to investigate any 
possible impact of declining dopamine levels as PD progresses. The sample was split at the median 
disease duration and both the moderation and moderated analyses were run in the shorter and longer 
disease duration groups separately. Results were unchanged. 
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Table 9 

Moderated moderation analysis investigating the impact of COMT genotype on the 

effect of Levodopa Equivalent Dose on the relationships between subjective memory 

ability and Spatial Working Memory (n = 122), Delayed verbal Recall (n – 123). 
 

     95% CI 
  coeff se t p LLCI ULCI 
Spatial Working Memory       
constant 0.99 30.18 0.03 .974 -58.82 60.79 
Depression -3.42 4.74 -0.72 .472 -12.80 5.97 
IQ -0.32 0.22 -1.44 .152 -0.75 0.12 
Age 0.93 0.19 4.87 <.001 0.55 1.31 
Sex 4.90 3.92 1.25 .214 -2.88 12.68 
LED 8.39 5.95 1.41 .161 -3.41 20.19 
MMQ Ability -1.63 12.70 -0.13 .898 -26.79 23.53 
LED x MMQ Ability -0.40 5.46 -0.07 .942 -11.22 10.43 
COMT genotype 3.64 5.85 0.62 .535 -7.95 15.24 
MMQ Ability x COMT genotype 0.79 5.13 0.15 .878 -9.37 10.96 
LED x COMT genotype -2.52 2.77 -0.91 .365 -8.01 2.97 
MMQ Ability x LED x COMT genotype 0.34 2.29 0.15 .882 -4.20 4.88 

       
Delayed verbal recall       
constant 5.63 4.34 1.30 .196 -2.96 14.22 
Depression -0.39 0.64 -0.62 .537 -1.65 0.87 
IQ 0.05 0.03 1.64 .104 -0.01 0.11 
Age -0.07 0.03 -2.39 .019 -0.13 -0.01 
Sex 1.05 0.49 2.17 .032 0.09 2.02 
LED -0.19 0.68 -0.27 .787 -1.54 1.17 
MMQ Ability -0.55 2.11 -0.26 .796 -4.72 3.62 
LED x MMQ Ability 0.02 0.82 0.03 .979 -1.59 1.64 
COMT genotype 0.35 0.72 0.49 .629 -1.07 1.76 
MMQ Ability x COMT genotype -0.09 0.89 -0.10 .922 -1.86 1.68 
LED x COMT genotype 0.10 0.30 0.32 .749 -0.49 0.68 
MMQ Ability x LED x COMT genotype 0.11 0.33 0.32 .750 -0.56 0.77 

 
Note. LED = Levodopa Equivalent Dose (Tomlinson et al. 2010) coded as low = 1, medium = 2, high 
= 3;, MMQ Ability = Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire (Troyer & Rich, 2002) ability subsection 
factor score; COMT genotype = catechol-O-methyltransferase Val158Met genotype coded as 1 =  
Valine/Valine, 2 = Valine/Methionine, 3 = Methionine/Methionine; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale 
(Yesavage & Sheikh 1986) coded as 0 = non depressed, 1 = at least mildly depressed); IQ = AUSNART 
(Hennessy & McKenzie, 1995) predicted IQ.  
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4.3 Discussion 

The current study investigated the effect of Levodopa-type medications on memory 

awareness in PD, taking into account the effect of COMT. While two of the three final 

models estimated did significantly predict a substantial proportion of variance in 

objective memory performance, this was not attributable to the participants’ 

medication, nor to their genotype, nor any interaction between them. Age was the only 

significant predictor of memory performance. It is well known that memory declines 

with age (Small, 2001), so the relationship identified is unsurprising. The lack of a 

relationship between depression and objective memory performance in PD has been 

found in other studies. Taylor, Saint-Cyr, Lang and Kenny (1986) measured short term 

memory in participants with PD, participants with PD and depression (PDD), non-

depressed controls and control participants demonstrating major depression. Results 

showed the participants with PD and those with PDD performed comparably with 

control participants (Taylor et al. 1986). That is, the depressed control participants and 

the participants with PDD performed more poorly than their non-depressed 

counterparts, to a similar degree of detriment (Taylor et al. 1986). The proportion of 

participants reporting some degree of depression in this sample (38%) was comparable 

to the estimated population rate of PDD (40%; Reijnders et al. 2008), therefore we 

believe the size of the current sample was sufficient to identify a relationship between 

depression and objective memory performance had it existed. Our results in this 

sample support previous findings that depression negatively affects perceived memory 

ability, but not memory ability itself (Kizilbash, Vanderploeg, & Curtiss, 2002, 

Pearman & Storandt, 2004, Popkin, Gallagher, Thompson & Moore, 1982).  

The cognitive assessments in these studies were performed in the ‘on’ state, when each 

participant’s medication was working well. No specific instruction about medication 
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timings was given with regard to completing the MMQ questionnaire assessing self-

reported memory function. Previous studies have found a relationship between degree 

of deficit when off medication and awareness of deficit while on medication (Maier et 

al. 2012). Asking participants to alter their medication regime was not part of this 

study and was not considered out of duty of care. Including memory performance 

measures while off medication would not have added to this study, as day to day 

memory errors, (such as forgetting a name or phone number), were assessed with 

respect to normal day to day life in which participants were taking their medications 

as instructed. Nevertheless, it is possible that if measures of subjective memory 

assessment and objective memory testing occurred while off medication, the findings 

may have been different.  

While the number of variables in these analyses meant a significant reduction in 

participant numbers who had sufficient data on all variables to be included, the lowest 

number of participants included in any one analysis (119) remains a large sample size 

in this field. Moreover, this is more than ten participants per predictor, and analyses 

were bootstrapped 5000 times: conditions for a robust regression analysis.  

The current study did not identify an effect of anti-parkinsonian medication, COMT 

genotype, or their interaction on memory awareness in PD. Controlling for differences 

in depression, Sex, IQ, COMT genotype and medication did not reveal any 

relationship between subjective memory assessment and memory performance in this 

sample.  Our results indicate that those with PD do not display awareness of memory 

deficit, and that self-report of memory deficit in this population is instead indicative 

of depression. 
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Chapter 5. General Discussion 

 

The current project investigated memory awareness in Parkinson’s disease using the 

Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire (MMQ, Troyer & Rich, 2002). While a 

statistical model representing the factors underlying the MMQ was successfully fitted 

to data in this sample, no relationship was identified between objective memory 

performance and subjective evaluation of memory from those with PD or their 

caregiver.   

Previous studies have reported inconsistent results, finding that people with PD are 

aware of their memory impairment (Sitek et al. 2011), underestimate memory deficit 

(Seltzer et al. 2001) and overestimate memory failures (Poliakoff & Smith-Spark, 

2008). These studies involved only 45, 32 and 24 participants with PD respectively, 

used different measures, and failed to consider the possible effects of cognitive ability 

and depression. The current study first identified an appropriate measure of memory 

awareness, the MMQ. The MMQ has shown promise in large samples of healthy older 

adults in many countries, and a statistical model identified in the French and Italian 

general population studies (Forte et al. 2004, Raimo et al. 2016) significantly fit the 

data from a sample of 255 Western Australians with PD. The four factor structure 

identified four underlying factors assessed by the MMQ; everyday memory errors 

(memory ability), contentment with memory, internal and external memory strategies. 

The split between internal and external strategy use was apparent in this sample, with 

participants reporting greater external strategy use, tools which do not rely on 

executive function to the extent that internal strategies do. The factor structure 

identified was robust even when participants with a Mini Mental state score well below 
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the recommended cut off of 26 were included, and results were not influenced by PD 

severity, findings supporting the MMQ as appropriate for this sample. 

No relationship between self-report or caregiver report of memory ability and 

objectively measured memory performance was identified in this study. This could 

perhaps be due to the memory measures included targeting different memory skills, 

however we do not believe this is the case. As discussed previously, the measures of 

subjective memory included similar questions for participants with PD in the MMQ 

as for their carers in the CBI, all relating to everyday memory errors. Performance on 

the range of objective memory measures were correlated, those who performed better 

on one performed better on all assessments. While in a controlled laboratory setting 

which may have been new to participants, the objective memory assessments targeted 

skills underlying everyday memory demands, such as retention of novel information 

and evaluation of information as having been previously seen or being new. In all 

objective measures, participant accuracy was the focus, not speed or efficiency which 

may be influenced by PD motor symptoms. Crumley, Stetler and Horhota, (2014), 

reviewed literature comparing subjective and objective memory measures in older 

adults. They concluded that with regard to the subjective measures, longer, 

questionnaire type assessments (including the MMQ) provided the highest 

correlations with objective memory. With regard to the objective memory measures, 

they found no difference in the correlations found when measures with high ecological 

validity were used, (those that mimic everyday tasks) versus when more lab type tasks 

such as those used in the current project were used. Due to these reasons and our large 

sample size, we believe that this project set optimum conditions for a relationship to 

be identified in this population, were there a relationship to be found. Taking into 

account anti-parkinsonian medication did not reveal a relationship between subjective 
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memory report and objective memory performance. Age alone predicted performance 

significantly. 

An alternative explanation is that there is no link between subjective and objective 

memory performance in PD. A recent meta-analysis of 53 studies comparing 

subjective and objective memory in healthy aging adults captured over 20,000 

participants in total over the age of 60 (Crumley et al. 2014). Although a significant 

relationship between subjective and objective memory was reported, it was very small, 

r = .062, corresponding to one measure explaining just 0.38% of variance in the other. 

Several variables such as older age, female gender, more education and lower 

depression were associated with a larger correlation between objective and subjective 

memory results, however the increases were minimal and the authors conclude by 

warning against relying on subjective memory assessments in older adults (Crumley 

et al. 2014). If subjective memory measures in the general healthy population lack 

validity, it is perhaps unsurprising that the MMQ results in the current sample were 

not related to memory performance.  

While subjective memory measures may not be reliably informing us about memory 

function, they do appear to be telling us important information about depression. A 

significant relationship was identified between depression in PD, and poorer 

assessment of memory. Participants who reported a mild, moderate or severe level of 

depression reported making more memory errors in everyday life than those with no 

depression, and their caregivers reported the same. Notably, this was not reflected in 

the objective measures: those with depression did not perform worse than those 

without. Depression has been found previously to affect complaint of memory deficit, 

but not memory performance itself (Markova et al. 2017, Popkin et al. 1982). 

Estimates of incidence of depression in PD are as high as 40%, double that of the 
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normal population (Reijnders et al. 2008). Interestingly, a recent review of the 

literature on depression’s relationship with dementia found that while the exact risk 

rate reported differs, there is a commonly found link between depression and later 

dementia (Byers & Yaffe, 2011). The causal mechanisms behind this link are unclear, 

with suspects ranging from vascular disease to inflammatory changes (Byers & Yaffe, 

2011). Therefore, while this study did not find those with depressive symptoms 

displayed poorer memory function, the depression itself may make them more likely 

to develop dementia in the future. The MMQ may, therefore, be useful in PD in 

identifying those at greater risk of developing dementia and allow the investigation of 

early intervention.  

Despite its strengths in sample size and measures used, certain limitations of this 

project leave room for possible future improvements. The inclusion of a healthy 

control group would allow for direct comparison between memory awareness (or lack 

of) shown in PD versus the general population. This project was cross-sectional in 

design, therefore we cannot predict how any memory awareness finding in PD may 

change over time. The PARKC project continues to assess participants every two 

years, and a longitudinal analysis may be possible in future to explore this. The use of 

intra-individual variability as a measure of objective memory may also add strength. 

This involves using the variability in scores across a range of assessments as the target 

measure, as opposed to the score obtained on each measure. Intra-individual 

variability (IIV) has been shown to increase with age, and is associated with overall 

health as well as executive dysfunction and frontal lobe damage (Thaler et. al., 2015), 

giving reason to suspect high IIV in our sample. There may be a relationship between 

memory complaint and IIV which could become apparent if more objective memory 

measures were analysed.   
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This project did not identify accurate memory awareness in those with PD or their 

caregivers, and lends support to literature suggesting there is no link between 

subjective memory assessment and objective memory performance. This suggests 

neither self nor caregiver report should be relied upon clinically when assessing 

memory function in this population, which should instead be measured through 

objective assessments.  A relationship between depression and memory complaint was 

identified, suggesting complaint about memory failures may in fact reflect depression, 

and act as an early warning signal for dementia.  Future research may look into the 

effect of depression intervention on subjective memory ability and contentment, and 

the validity of self and caregiver report of other cognitive deficit in PD.  
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